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1. Introduction

T

he publication you are currently reading is a demo
version of Knights of the Black Lily (KotBL), the
role-playing game of dystopian black fantasy. In
KotBL, the players assume the role of wandering
outcasts, loathed and evaded by common folks, in a fantasy
world dominated by a pantheon of exclusively malevolent
deities. It's a game about lost people navigating an amoral,
hostile and unforgiving fantasy world, determined to do
whatever it takes not to drown. Whether their quest to find a
place in life will involve them upholding any sense of virtue at
all while battling against heavily armored, hyena-faced
demons, attempting to outwit devious halflings or trying to
win the affection of an aloof witch-princess is an open
question to be answered in gameplay. And make no mistake—it's a game about struggle and about consequences, especially for those that meet the player characters on their
travels. Will they, whether willfully or by the twists of fate,
leave a path of misery in their wake or will they manage to
defy the gods?
There are a couple of main themes running through KotBL.
First of all, the evil of the gods in KotBL doesn't just express
itself through cartoonish, black-clad villains. Instead, their
world is steeped in tragedy. Toying with mere mortals to fight
off their boredom, entire realms and races, kings and queens,
even down to lowly commoners, rise and fall at the command of the gods. Based on their experience that life is cruel
and probably short, many characters in KotBL have subsequently adopted the creed to live fast, die young and that it
is way better to burn out than to fade away. Yes, KotBL is
unabashedly edgy. The characters in this game will have to
ride the edge to survive and it reflects most visibly in the
way they dress—many are groomed to placate the gods, who
just love to promote the idea that only style matters and that
substance and personality are next to worthless. What might
be the trappings of a major villain in a more light-hearted
fantasy setting are probably everyday accessories for player
characters in Knights of the Black Lily. For, yes indeed, the
subversion of common fantasy tropes is yet another recurring
theme here; and, as before, all the clues point back to evil,
spiteful, restless divinity as its root cause.

IMPORTANT! This document is the 0.9.0.1 Open Beta Version of the
Quickstart rules for Knights of the Black Lily RPG. It is a living
document, which means it will see future revisions based on playtests and
your feedback. An introductory adventure highlighting the rules and
leveraging the pregenerated PCs from the Characters chapter is impending. To make sure that you always have the very latest version available,
please visit www.knightsoftheblacklily.com and sign up for update notifications (we have a pure reminder service for major news if you are
hesitant to subscribe to newsletters).

Underlying the system of Knights of the Black Lily is the
central tenet of challenge within genre bounds. The latter part
refers to providing a RPG system that allows you to run adventures more faithful to fantasy fiction than ever before. It's
about maximizing the immersion by making a serious attempt
to minimize rules that break it. The player characters, for example, will be far less dependent on healing potions or healing magic—because, just like their literary/cinematic
counterparts, they will rarely be seriously wounded. The rules
also give incentive to the players to act like fictional heroes.
Spamming the same successful tactics over and over, in particular, is discouraged (even if not ruled out), as it's just not
good entertainment value. However, that means for your
game that player buy-in is a critical success factor in making it
as immersive as possible. When running KotBL, the players
ideally have both understood and adopted this approach for
the sake of a richer gaming experience for all.
This holds even more true as the challenge part of the game's
core philosophy comes in: to go out on adventures and to put
your own and your character's skills to the test—and to
emerge victorious in the way fantasy heroes would. Part of
that is testing the players in ways uncommon for RPGs—by
tracking throughout how well the characters and the players
are doing, via taking stock of how much heroes' luck they
needed to prevail. That way, the players will end up deciding
the fates of the people they meet, all of it depending on that
final tally of luck consumed. Struggle and consequences.
So grab your dice and grab your sword... the dark gods await.

2. Characters

I

n this Quickstart for Knights of the Black Lily,
the players take on the role of certain types of
outcasts, called Misfits, that are familiar to all
fantasy role-playing gamers—fighters, wizards,
thieves, and so on. Misfits, however, are usually not professional adventurers and certainly not optimized to clear dungeons. Instead, they are just wandering people who, yes,
generally have the skills and guts to take care of their own
business and to live a life of independence. Furthermore, the
player characters (PCs) presented here (see the pregenerated
characters below and the supplemental material in the
Appendix) might not be always quite what you'd expect from
a fantasy archetype—some will come with a dark twist. A
brief explanation of the properties that make up characters
follows below.

Attributes
The most basic and innate properties of a character are defined by his attributes. You can find a list of the attributes that
KotBL uses on the pregenerated characters' sheets. Each of
these attributes is measured in Competency Levels (CLs). The
CL is expressed either as a literal (the higher, the better) or by
an equivalent predicate. These predicates are chosen in relation to the capabilities of an ordinary human being. See the
Task Resolution Chart (TRC) in the Appendix for which CL corresponds to which degree of mastery. In general, CL 5 represents average capabilities, while CL 9 is human peak
performance. Characters test against an attribute by rolling on
the corresponding column of the Task Resolution Chart and
determining the resulting Success Level (SL). Circumstances
may modify the base CL, shifting the effectively used column
to the left (e.g.,-1 CL) or right (e.g., +3 CL). The attributes used
in this ruleset are as follows:

Strength and Toughness are self-explanatory.
Dexterity refers to manual fine motor skills (useful for picking locks, for example) whereas Agility refers to overall gross
motor skills (useful for dodging).

Intellect encompasses not only reasoning/deduction but also
memory as well as general education.

Social is a person's aura and charisma. It is the default for all
interpersonal tests that you have no appropriate skill for.
Reading people defaults to Intuition (see below), however.
Misfits, being outcasts and pariahs, generally get a blanket
-2 CL modifier to all Social tests except for Intimidation. See
the pregenerated characters for reference.

Intuition also encompasses common sense and is additionally used for perception tests—representing a character
having the hunch to look into the right direction at the right
moment, for example.
In an evil world, modesty is not a virtue; it's a liability. That's
why Ambition is featured as an attribute in this game. It encompasses determination, willpower and courage. Every Misfit
PC has an Ambition attribute of at least CL 6 (above average).
You might not be popular but people better think twice before
they get in your way.

Skills
Skills define the capabilities that a character has acquired
through experience. As with attributes, each character has a
CL in the skills he has experience in. Unfamiliar skills either
cannot be performed at all or are performed at -4 CL of an
applicable attribute, subject to discretion of the Gamemaster
(GM). Below you will find notes on a selection of skills from
the pregenerated characters on the following pages.

Melee: The Melee skill is not universal but specific to various
types of weapons that a character is familiar with. A character
in this Quickstart is generally assumed to be familiar with any
listed type as well as any weapon that is part of his starting
equipment. Unfamiliar weapons can be used at -1 Melee CL.
KotBL's combat system also defines derived Attack and
Defense values. These values are used for the corresponding
actions in melee combat (see Combat chapter).

6

Intimidate: If used successfully, Intimidate can be used to
bestow a -1 CL to all actions on nearby enemies for the rest
of the encounter. Roll a Resisted Test (see System chapter)
versus the Ambition of your enemies to determine success.

Various Craft skills: These skills encompass the general
knowledge and minor capabilities tied to a character's specialty
but not encapsulated by other skills. This includes, but is not
limited to, knowledge of other members of that specialty, specific practices within it, notable related events, etc.

Base Stats
Additionally, each character has a set of auxiliary stats, called
Base Stats. Many Base Stats are derived from attributes, some
are independent of them.

Character Type: Characters can be either Player Characters
or Non-Player Characters (NPCs). NPCs can have one of three
different types—Mook, Elite and Boss. Mooks are the (usually
unnamed) extras in movies that provide no obstacle to the
heroes, except in overwhelming numbers. Elites are the minor
allies or enemies of the protagonists. They are commonly
more or less equal to the PCs in capabilities. Finally, Boss-type
NPCs are major antagonists or allies and defeating any one of
them is a major accomplishment. Rules for Character Types can
be found in the System chapter.

Initiative: The Initiative stat gets used to determine the order
in which characters act in a combat round.

Movement: Each character has two movement rates to use
in combat: Walk Speed and Run Speed—the distance they can
cover in each mode in a 5 second round. Walk Speed is also the
distance that a character can move when running for about 2
seconds (see Combat chapter).

Damage Bonus: This value modifies the effective column
of the Damage Roll on scored Hit/Crit attack results (see
Combat chapter). Positive values are in favor of the character
when attacking, negative values are to his detriment.

Soak: Having the opposite effect of the Damage Bonus, the
Soak stat modifies the Damage Roll of incoming attacks. Positive values protect the character when attacked.

Favor/Power Points: These represent, respectively, the
luck of a character and his capabilities to affect the narrative
with special talents (Traits, see below) or spells. See the
Fortune chapter for details on usage.

Power Level: Power Level represents the upper ceiling of
Power Points that a spellcaster can spend on any single
spell, effectively limiting the power of his spells. Note that
the costs for Bonus Effects (see Magic chapter) do not count
towards this limit.

Damage Track
A character’s incurred injuries get recorded on what we call
the Damage Track. For each injury sustained, the character
marks one or more boxes. A single attack, however, usually
inflicts 1 Wound Point (WP) or 1 K.O. Point (KP). WPs or KPs
cause negative modifiers to tests. When the final box gets
checked, a character either dies or gets incapacitated (possibly
unconscious). The number of WPs or KPs a character can
sustain is called his Damage Capacity. Further details can be
found in the System chapter.

Traits
Any property relevant to the character in question that is not
captured by the preceding sections is captured by Traits instead. On the one hand, Traits may encompass special, acquired
capabilities (like rapid-firing arrows from a bow) or certain
innate properties (like the effects of a dragon’s size or the
nightvision of elves). On the other hand, Traits might be
disadvantageous as well. This may include illiteracy or having
lost an eye or being afraid of spiders. Each Trait comes with its
own set of special rules in its description. Many Traits require
the expenditure of Power Points per use.

Estrahil
Attributes

(Fighter)

Strength
Toughness
Agility
Dexterity

6
6
7
5

(Competent)
(Competent)
(Great)
(Average)

Intellect
Social
Intuition
Ambition

5
5
7
6

(Average)
(Average)
(Great)
(Competent)

Base Stats
Initiative
Movement
Damage Bonus
Soak
Favor
Power Points

7
5 m (Walk) / 31 m (Run)
0
0
0 (1 w/ Elven Longsword)
4

Skills

Brawl
Melee (Sword)
Bow
Intimidate
Stealth
Climbing
Swimming
Craft (Fighter)

5
7
6
5
6
6
4
6

(Att 6, Def 4)
(Att 8, Def 6)

Damage Track:

Traits

Chummy

Patient Fighter

Scary

Gear

CL 7 when trying to deceive/mislead common folks (while
secretly despising them). The Misfits modifier (see Characters
chapter) to Social tests does not apply here.

Every normal humanoid (Human, Elf, Halfling, Half-Demon,
etc.) without the Unafraid Trait operates at -1 to active skills in
direct combat against the character. This effect stacks with the
modifier imposed by a successful Intimidate skill use.

-2

-3

The character can choose to attack at -1 CL. If he maintains it for an entire
Attack sequence (1+ attacks), he receives +3 CL to Defense on the enemy's
following attack sequence. Only works against single enemies. Cost: 1PP.

Elven Longsword (Size M, Init +0, Impact 8)
[This rare, ancient sword is irregularly shaped, but due to imbued
magic is every bit as sharp and durable as a normal Broadsword.
Also, it has been dedicated to the dark gods: Estrahil may spend
Unafraid
1 point of Favor for free once per scenario as long as the sword is
The character ignores the Scary trait effects and generally canin his possession.]
not be intimidated.
Special Leather Armor (75%, Sharp 6, Blunt 1)
CL
Chance
Resisted
Critical (3)
Success (2)
Failure (1)
Fumble (0)

0
13%
-3
01-03
04-13
14-87
88-100

1
18%
01-04
05-18
19-91
92-100

2
25%
-2
01-06
07-25
26-91
92-100

3
33%
01-08
09-33
34-94
95-100

4
41%
-1
01-10
11-41
42-94
95-100

5
50%
±0
01-12
13-50
51-96
97-100

6
59%
+1
01-15
16-59
60-97
98-100

7
67%
01-17
18-67
68-97
98-100

8
75%
+2
01-19
20-75
76-97
98-100

9
82%
01-22
23-82
83-97
98-100

10
87%
+3
01-25
26-87
88-98
99-100

Net
Result
+2
+1
±0
-1
-2

Melee Attack Result
Wound: Target injured.
Hit/Crit: Crit, if Attack roll was Critical SL.
Stand-Off: Change Initiative, if Attack roll failed.
Counterattack: May be parried.
Counterattack: No parry; new defender counts as Off-Guard.

Setryk (Rogue)
CL
Chance
Resisted
Critical (3)
Success (2)
Failure (1)
Fumble (0)

0
13%
-3
01-03
04-13
14-87
88-100

1
18%
01-04
05-18
19-91
92-100

Attributes

2
25%
-2
01-06
07-25
26-91
92-100

3
33%
01-08
09-33
34-94
95-100

4
41%
-1
01-10
11-41
42-94
95-100

Strength
Toughness
Agility
Dexterity

2
4
7
6

(Awful)
(Weak)
(Great)
(Competent)

Intellect
Social
Intuition
Ambition

6
5
5
7

(Competent)
(Average)
(Average)
(Great)

4
6
6
7
3

(Att 5, Def 3)
(Att 7, Def 5)
(Att 7, Def 5)

Skills

Brawl
Melee(Sword)
Melee(Dagger)
Bow
Intimidate

Damage Track:

5
50%
±0
01-12
13-50
51-96
97-100

6
59%
+1
01-15
16-59
60-97
98-100

7
67%
01-17
18-67
68-97
98-100

8
75%
+2
01-19
20-75
76-97
98-100

Initiative
Movement
Damage Bonus
Soak
Power Points

-3

Traits

Eye of Lith

This God of Thieves protects the character, provided he occasionally
uses his rogue skills to bring misery on innocents. The character
may spend 1 PP to mitigate/neutralize the effects of failed tests
connected to roguish activities (sneaking, stealing, etc.).

Size (Halfling)

-1 CL to get hit in melee combat, -2 CL in ranged combat;
+1 Stealth CL to avoid being heard, +2 CL to avoid being seen; does less
damage, takes more damage; movement has also been reduced.

Sharpened Teeth

A bite attack by the character counts as a (Size XS, Init –2, Impact 6,
Damage as if Small-sized) attack. Use Brawl for the Attack roll.

Gear

01-22
23-82
83-97
98-100

Base Stats

(w/ bared teeth 5)

-2

9
82%

Human Shortsword (Size S, Init -1, Impact 7, Dam. as if M-sized)
Halfling Dagger (Size XS, Init –2, Impact 6)
Human Shortbow (Impact 8, Base Range: 10 m,
Max Range: 150 m, Damage as if M-sized)
Leather Overcoat (Front/Sides 30%, Rear 60%, S 6, B 1)
Undamaged satchel with provisions

10
87%
+3
01-25
26-87
88-98
99-100

Net
Result
+2
+1
±0
-1
-2

Melee Attack Result
Wound: Target injured.
Hit/Crit: Crit, if Attack roll was Critical SL.
Stand-Off: Change Initiative, if Attack roll failed.
Counterattack: May be parried.
Counterattack: No parry; new defender counts as Off-Guard.

6 (5 w/ Sword)
4 m (Walk) / 25 m (Run)
-2
-1
3

Stealth
Pickpocket
Climbing
Swimming
Craft (Rogue)

6
6
7
3
5

Hiltbrandt (Wizard)
CL
Chance
Resisted
Critical (3)
Success (2)
Failure (1)
Fumble (0)

0
13%
-3
01-03
04-13
14-87
88-100

Attributes

1
18%
01-04
05-18
19-91
92-100

2
25%
-2
01-06
07-25
26-91
92-100

3
33%
01-08
09-33
34-94
95-100

4
41%
-1
01-10
11-41
42-94
95-100

Strength
Toughness
Agility
Dexterity

5
8
4
5

(Average)
(Outstanding)
(Weak)
(Average)

Intellect
Social
Intuition
Ambition

7
7
5
7

(Great)
(Great)
(Average)
(Great)

4
3
3
7
6
8

(Att 5, Def 3)
(Att 4, Def 2)

Skills

Brawl
Melee (Staff)
Swimming
Stealth
Climbing
Craft (Wizard)

5
50%
±0
01-12
13-50
51-96
97-100

6
59%
+1
01-15
16-59
60-97
98-100

7
67%
01-17
18-67
68-97
98-100

8
75%
+2
01-19
20-75
76-97
98-100

Traits

Devil’s Mark

Branded with a sign of his dark lord on the neck, the character has
been rewarded with special favor. This is represented by the
amount of Power Points and the Power Level of the character.

Unholy Constitution

The character has been blessed with an unnatural Toughness for
his age. This also reflects in his ability to nearly shrug-off the first serious wound taken in a scenario (see Damage Track).

Gear

Rune-covered Quarterstaff (Size L, Init+1, Impact Blunt 2,
Damages as if M-sized, 2-Handed)
[The runes have no effect other than making the wooden staff
as durable as if it was made from hardened steel.]
Backpack with candles and various non-magical potions
and balms that the character peddles.

Spells

See Spell Sheet (Appendix).

9
82%
01-22
23-82
83-97
98-100

10
87%
+3
01-25
26-87
88-98
99-100

Net
Result

Base Stats
Initiative
Movement
Damage Bonus
Soak
Power Level
Power Points

Melee Attack Result
Wound: Target injured.
Hit/Crit: Crit, if Attack roll was Critical SL.
Stand-Off: Change Initiative, if Attack roll failed.
Counterattack: May be parried.
Counterattack: No parry; new defender counts as Off-Guard.

+2
+1
±0
-1
-2

5 (6 w/ Staff)
3 m (Walk) / 20 m (Run)
0 (1 w/ Staff)
2
2
6

Damage Track:

-1

-4

Joryn (Barbarian Fighter)
CL
Chance
Resisted
Critical (3)
Success (2)
Failure (1)
Fumble (0)

0
13%
-3
01-03
04-13
14-87
88-100

1
18%
01-04
05-18
19-91
92-100

Attributes

2
25%
-2
01-06
07-25
26-91
92-100

3
33%
01-08
09-33
34-94
95-100

Strength
Toughness
Agility
Dexterity

7
6
5
5

(Great)
(Competent)
(Average)
(Average)

Intellect
Social
Intuition
Ambition

5
6
7
6

(Average)
(Competent)
(Great)
(Competent)

Base Stats
Initiative
Movement
Damage Bonus
Soak
Power Points

Skills

Brawl
Melee (Hammer)
Stealth
Climbing
Swimming
Intimidate
Weaponsmith
Craft (Fighter)

4
41%
-1
01-10
11-41
42-94
95-100

5
50%
±0
01-12
13-50
51-96
97-100

6
59%
+1
01-15
16-59
60-97
98-100

7
67%
01-17
18-67
68-97
98-100

8
75%
+2
01-19
20-75
76-97
98-100

9
82%
01-22
23-82
83-97
98-100

10
87%
+3
01-25
26-87
88-98
99-100

Melee Attack Result
Wound: Target injured.
Hit/Crit: Crit, if Attack roll was Critical SL.
Stand-Off: Change Initiative, if Attack roll failed.
Counterattack: May be parried.
Counterattack: No parry; new defender counts as Off-Guard.

Warhammer (Size L, Init+1, Impact Blunt 4, Two-handed)
Boiled Leather Armor (45%, Sharp 7, Blunt 1)

Damage Track:

(Att 8, Def 6)
(Att 7, Def 5)

Traits

Curse of the Faithless

Once per scenario, the GM can use 1 FP against the character
for free.

Independence of the Faithless

Not relying on the grace of the dark gods, the character can (cost: 2 PP)
covertly test against Intuition to get a hunch which of a given set of
choices might be the wisest to take.

Unafraid

The character ignores the Scary Trait effects and generally cannot be
intimidated.

Signature Move (Headbutt)

+2
+1
±0
-1
-2

Gear

7 (8 w/ Hammer)
4 m (Walk) / 25 m (Run)
1 (3 w/ Hammer)
0
5

7
6
5
7
6
6
4
4

Net
Result

The character repeatedly makes use of this attack move in melee combat. Utilizing
the headbutt, he can trade in any given Hit Effect (except Surprise) for a Daze
result for 1 PP (Mooks), 2 PPs (Elites) or 3 PPs (Bosses/PCs) against humanoid
enemies of Medium size.

-2

-3

Rhana (Fighter)
Attributes
Strength
Toughness
Agility
Dexterity

5
7
6
5

(Average)
(Competent)
(Great)
(Average)

Intellect
Social
Intuition
Ambition

5
5
7
6

(Average)
(Average)
(Great)
(Competent)

Base Stats
Initiative
Movement
Damage Bonus
Soak
Power Points

7
4 m (Walk) / 28 m (Run)
0
1
3

Skills

Brawl
Melee (Sword)
Dagger (Thrown)
Intimidate
Stealth
Climbing
Swimming
Craft (Fighter)

6
7
7
5
6
6
6
4

Damage Track:

(Att 7, Def 5)
(Att 8, Def 6, w/o Gear bonuses)
(w/o Skulls bonus, see Gear)

-2

Just one Slip-Up

-3

When defending, this character can turn any Stand-Off melee result that
would normally only switch the Initiative back to them into a full-fledged
Counterattack melee result (-1 Melee Net SLV) instead. Cost: 1 PP.

Traits

Scary (Female Version)

Every normal humanoid without the Unafraid Trait operates at
-1 to active skills in direct combat against the character. This
effect stacks with a successful Intimidate skill use.
Male enemies can choose to ignore these modifiers; however,
they fight at -1 due to obviously underestimating the character.
Plus, such enemies count automatically as intimidated and will
fight against her at -2 (combined) as soon as they witness the
character dishing out her first WP in a fight against any man.

Unafraid

The character ignores the Scary Trait effects and generally
cannot be intimidated.
CL
Chance
Resisted
Critical (3)
Success (2)
Failure (1)
Fumble (0)

0
13%
-3
01-03
04-13
14-87
88-100

1
18%
01-04
05-18
19-91
92-100

2
25%
-2
01-06
07-25
26-91
92-100

3
33%
01-08
09-33
34-94
95-100

4
41%
-1
01-10
11-41
42-94
95-100

5
50%
±0
01-12
13-50
51-96
97-100

6
59%
+1
01-15
16-59
60-97
98-100

7
67%
01-17
18-67
68-97
98-100

Gear

Prized Bastard Sword (Size M, Init +0, Impact 9, +1 CL Attack/Defend,
if used 1-Handed: Impact 8, +1 CL Defend instead)
[This very valuable, gold-adorned sword has been masterfully
crafted, bestowing its wielder with bonuses in melee combat. Also,
its Skull pommel synergizes with the Skull Brooch.]
Skull Brooch [When the Skull Brooch and the matching Skull pommel of the
Prized Bastardsword are clearly visible to enemies, the wearer
gets +1 CL to Intimidate.]
Scale Armor Shirt (55%, Sharp 7, Blunt 1)
8
75%
+2
01-19
20-75
76-97
98-100

9
82%
01-22
23-82
83-97
98-100

10
87%
+3
01-25
26-87
88-98
99-100

Net
Result
+2
+1
±0
-1
-2

Melee Attack Result
Wound: Target injured.
Hit/Crit: Crit, if Attack roll was Critical SL.
Stand-Off: Change Initiative, if Attack roll failed.
Counterattack: May be parried.
Counterattack: No parry; new defender counts as Off-Guard.

3. Setting

K

nights of the Black Lily is set in a world different
from ours, in an accursed, dystopian gothic fantasy
setting on the landmass of Ilethra. It is a continent
over which the Dark Pantheon, a set of spiteful
gods, reigns supreme – according to its denizens. Indeed, it is
the universal Ilethrean belief that these dark gods hold the
fate of everyone and everything on Ilethra in their ruinous
hands. Such beliefs are not mere superstition, for the accounts
of divine interventions are beyond count, even if not always
warranted. Only a few of the dark gods actively meddle in the
world of mortals. Still, trying to placate the dark gods by all
means and trying to avoid incurring their wrath with handshaking trepidation is part of the daily experience of most
Ilethreans.
By way of playing with mere mortals for their sport, the Dark
Pantheon has spawned a world in which strength, if not
downright ruthlessness, and depravity get smiled upon by the
gods. Fortune oftentimes favors the immoral. There is no
safety from the ennui of the gods, however—many, if not all, of
the dark gods seem to be pleased by abandoning even their
most faithful followers at the most tragic of moments.

Ilethra is a harsh place to live. Most people are mortally afraid
of catching the attention of one of the dark gods. It is
commonly held that the Dark Pantheon does not look kindly
on love, friendship or camaraderie either. There are no kind,
benevolent gods to turn to or if there are… they do not listen.
As a consequence, most common people have lost all hope. For
many, the misery of their daily life experience has made them
abandon faith in anything that is noble in Mankind. But as the
commoners are merely sheep to the slaughter for divinity,
there walk among them the wolves that have fully embraced
the paths of the dark ones—the warrior caste, mostly made up
of humans, the immediate rulers of Ilethra.
Fragmented and fractured into sheer, countless and everchanging numbers of kingdoms, realms, fiefs and territories,
the rule of the strong is the law of the land all around—and no
one has more might than the multitude of bands, clans or
small armies of human warriors. Membership in this caste
depends on nothing else but your ability to take whatever you
want to and hold on to it against anybody else. Such might,
however, amounts to nothing without the assent of the Dark
Pantheon; the dark gods have many means to let fate punish
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The eye of the gods
those who displease them in the cruelest and most
tormenting of ways. For this reason, most Ilethrean warbands
follow at least one of the dark gods, in hopes of guaranteeing
favor and protection—for the time being, at least. Where the
power of faith combines with martial might, temporal power,
and all the worldly rewards that come with it, beckons.
The epitome of both spirituality and skill, however, are the
various knight orders, a perfect blend of all the dark gods'
rotten virtues. It is such knight orders, part of the upper strata
of the warrior caste, which rule over a fair portion of the landmass of Ilethra, from small territories to large kingdoms. Quite
heterogeneous in size, faith, means, fashion, goals and
aspirations, the knight orders are a set of rivalling sects rather
than one single-minded entity. This also applies to the inner
organization of such knight orders—some orders are
organized hierarchically, some form a true brotherhood of
equals, and some are run like a family business; sometimes,
the leader of a knight order is the ruler of the land and the rest
of the order make up his inner circle of thugs.
The one thing, however, that unites all true knightly orders
(and there are many, many impostors) of the Dark Pantheon is
the adherence to the code of Black Chivalry. The dark gods'
code of Black Chivalry, as recorded by Khaldred the Insane,
postulates an ideal to aspire to for all of Mankind. Partially a
handbook for depravity and sadism, partially a style guide for
the wicked, it has become a corrupted ideal that is adhered to
by Ilethreans to varying degrees. However, from the mightiest
of kings to the lowliest of beggars, nobody can fully escape its
ruinous influence, infiltrating all parts of life through the
unholy sermons of the dark gods' clerics. Nonetheless, its
most devout followers remain the knightly orders. Their
ascent to power has been promoting the emulation in creed
by all who seek temporal power for themselves, thus propagating the ideals of Black Chivalry ever further. Among them,
there is one rather recent, fairly unremarkable order whose
only noteworthy features are unusual style and grace in
murder and a fierce devotion to the Dark Pantheon as a whole.
Being ignored and overlooked by most of their peers, the
Knights of the Black Lily are but one of the multitude of knight
orders. Gathering the gods' favor in secret, their strength is yet
untested and nobody, not even the gods, know for sure how
far their journey may take them yet…
Given all of this, it should come as no surprise that Ilethra is a
place of suffering. Whether it comes in the form of countless
wars, raving fanatics, treacherous neighbors, debilitating
diseases, punishing seasons or, worst of all, the dark gods' sick
meddling in the form of cruel fate—few can escape tragedy
forever. Even the knight orders, although favored by the gods,
are not entirely immune as they are still caught up between
feuding deities and their infernal minions. Ruin is never more
than one step, or even just half a step, away.

The hostile environment of Ilethra is bound to produce
outcasts in myriad forms: people who have lost their home in
one of the countless wars, soldiers without a lord, the
disfigured and the disabled, the mad, the lonely, the insecure.
The people on the run, the people on the hunt, the nonhumans, the half-humans. The abandoned and the aberrants,
the vagabonds and the plain weird. These people form a
separate caste on Ilethra, apart from the warrior caste and
the commoners - they are known as the Misfits. To be a Misfit
is to be an outsider, to be Other, whether by birth, choice or
fate—and it is this caste that the PCs in KotBL are being
recruited from. Commoners despise you and shy away from
you, often recognizing you by sheer sight—for you have the
attention of the gods, or so they say. Even in a world of betrayal and lack of faith in the human spirit, the common
people tend to huddle together in small communities, in
hopes of safety and a life free from misery. To them, Misfits
mean one thing only: trouble. Even among the higher echelons of the commoners, people tend to associate you and your
ilk with unwanted attention and unwelcome winds of change.
Wherever you go, the reputation of taking the eye of the gods
and their tragic twists along with you precedes you…
Most of you being doomed to a wandering life, for better or for
worse, you set out to deal with your fate. Some Misfits dream
of nothing more than somehow casting off the outsider's
stench and finding acceptance by the common folks. Few
succeed. Some have higher aspirations, gathering their own
band of Misfits and trying to carve out a name for themselves,
bloodily. Most resign to the vagabond's life, drifting from
place to place, often desperately searching for ways to make a
living. Luckily, there is always plenty of employment available
for unscrupulous, expendable drifters on the war-torn
battlescape of Ilethra. For while many commoners eschew any
of the Misfits' company, both the desperate and the greedy see
them as useful tools in any machinations designed to further
their own ambitions. Whenever a scheming ruler, retainer or
warband requires the deniable services of a thief, spy,
abductor or killer, the seedy taverns of any bustling town will
likely provide the talent they are looking for. And even when
no prospective employer looms, there is still rife opportunity
for determined men and women to make ends meet, be it by
hunting lost treasures or earning bounties.
Ironically, such mundane entanglements tend to throw the
PCs repeatedly into situations where the lives of people are at
stake, where the destiny of NPCs hangs in the balance, where
the divine dice are about to be cast. For the PCs, having the
eye of the gods will be all too real as they keep finding
themselves in a position to tip the fates of the people they
meet—one way or the other (see the Fortune chapter). The
irony in all of this is, of course, that it's exactly Misfits like
them that perpetuate the superstitions of the common folks,
keeping all Misfits widely distrusted and despised.

The role of women
Ilethra is a harsh place to live in and especially for so those who do not wield enough power to protect themselves. Most women, unfortunately,
fall into that category and theirs is a downright miserable lot. Among the common folk, most females serve no greater purpose in life than to be
their husband's head servant and to provide offspring as providers for old age. Crushed under a loveless life full of labor, getting battered and
bruised is a frequent experience for more than just a few. And some are even less lucky…
For women of the ruling class, the wives of warrior-rulers of the fighting caste, things are not necessarily much better. While they are much less
likely to be worn out by chores, many are subjected to the depravities of their husbands. Worse, once a wives' beauty fades, the danger of replacement becomes all-too-real. For some, it amounts to a death sentence. A lot about the attitude of a warrior-ruler to his wife can be gleaned from
her clothing—those draped in conservative clothes or skimpy costumes tend to suffer the toughest fate.
However, not all is lost. In a fairly recent development, there is has been a growing number of female fighters on the roads and battlefields of
Ilethra. Some of them being wives of more liberal rulers, others being untamed individuals climbing the ranks through pure skill and ferocity
(often from the lowly pits of a Misfits' life), usually in spite of plentiful male opposition and derision. Even rumors of an all-female knight order
abound lately. But whether knights shrouded in mystery, mundane members of the fighter caste or just lowly Misfits, the style of female warriors is certain to vary enormously—from stern women-at-arms in highly practical heavy armor to lascivious harlots, clad in the most unholy of
artefacts in the dark gods' armory: the chainmail bikini. The Dark Pantheon wills it.

Other inhabitants of Ilethra
Looking beyond the different strata of Ilethrean society, we
can find a variety of notable, rare individuals—for example,
armed hermits preferring the horror-filled wilderness over
human company, wizards studying the dark arts and serving
their unholy master (see the next section) or priests capable
of invoking terrible curses on anyone daring to oppose their
ambitions. More likely, however, one is to find impostors and
charlatans instead, pretenders feigning to have access to supernatural might. It truly is a time both of legends and superstitious make-believe. Most notably, there is also a small
section of human society that steadfastly denies the dark
gods. Called barbarians (but not necessarily being affiliated
with any northern culture) by other folks, their creed is one of
independence, of living and dying by their own strength and
wit only. It is commonly held belief, rightly or wrongly so, that
any group of such people is living on borrowed time—for the
dark gods in the end always demand their due, supposedly.
Mankind did not always rule supreme on Ilethra, however.
Before them, there were the lands of Elfkind, realms of
splendor now long forgotten. Once upon a time, the elven
realms alone had been enjoying the favor of the Dark Pantheon and subsequently blossomed in science, art and legendary decadence. But in a cruel twist of fate, and no doubt
to divine amusement, the dark gods switched allegiances
without any foreshadowing and lent their support to the
more primitive human slaves instead. Now, many centuries
after Mankind's uprising, most of Elfkind has gone extinct
and what little is left lives in servitude to the new Ilethrean
overlords. The only truly free elves left today live in scattered
communities in the wilderness, frail and fearful, shielded
away from human society. Taking lessons from the elven
downfall, the new human rulers have been making a different, wholly unthreatening race their assistants, stewards and
accomplices: the halflings. The halflings, being both small
and weak, used to be the victims of sadistic games by both
elves and men. But as the human warrior caste consolidated
its power over the land, they discovered the halflings make
reliable servants and overseers when treated with just a
minimum of respect. While still being poor warriors on their

own, certain halfling families have the backing of powerful
and intimidating clans of human fighters—and therefore the
favor of the Dark Pantheon by implication. Like parasites, they
enjoy the rotten fruits of governing in their human masters’
name. Finally, there are the dwarves—around which many
false myths and legends abound. One such bogus tale holds
that eons ago they shared Ilethra with the elves and their
underdeveloped human slaves. Then, and nobody still living
knows how or why, the whispers of shrewd, hitherto unknown
deities reached the elven leaders' ears. Betrayed by the elves,
the dwarves were slaughtered as direct rivals to elven
power—down to the last dwarf. Yet, the only actual truth
seems to be that if any dwarves remain, they have not been
seen for a 1,000 years and must have been hiding in the
deepest pits of the earth. Unbeknownst to men or elves or
halflings, however, the dwarves are set to make a return…
Beyond the playable races, the continent has always been
populated by various monsters and creatures (orcs, ogres,
trolls, etc.) that are common to most fantasy RPGs. Many of
them have multiplied since the elven downfall, as it had left
behind large swathes of depopulated lands that have not yet
been fully reclaimed by Mankind. Among them, however, one
will find only fairly few dragons, for they are yet another species that has fallen prey to widespread slaughter. Exactly 220
years ago, for reasons unknown but subject to much speculation, there was an event now known as The Shield Hunt in
which black dragons committed mass fratricide across the
realms. Notably, the black dragons had the support of both
Tiamat (see next page) and no shortage of human allies,
mercenaries and zealots affiliated with the goddess. Finally,
given the nature of divinity in KotBL, it should come as little
surprise that Ilethra harbors an unusually high number of
demons and the undead. A many gifted clerics and wizards
throughout the centuries, who had been dabbling in the dark
arts, have unwittingly contributed to a steady surge in their
ranks. A multitude of demons and half-demons, in particular,
have become quasi-accepted members of part of Ilethrean
society, being recognized as prime servants of the gods and
competing with human knights for their divine favor.
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Kain
Kain is the god of justice—or the god of what is considered justice in
the eyes of his followers. The result is that he is virtually indistinguishable from his many Dark Pantheon rivals—a vindictive, spiteful, moody and sadistic deity who interferes if, and only if, it pleases his
indecipherable will. Kain worshippers, on the other hand, tend to display a distinct sense of (self-)entitlement in judging right from wrong.
Kain's warriors, in particular, are often judge, jury and executioner in
one. (Note: there might be other, minor gods that are considered the
god of justice or a god of justice by their followers. Hostility ensues.
Similar overlaps, if not outright disputes, hold true for most other
major deities.)

Lilith
Lilith is the goddess of lust and hedonism. Her followers follow
steadfastly a creed of life being all about “having fun”. Of course, their
idea of fun involves the mistreatment of others, nourishing both their
lust and sense of self-importance. Female followers are often called
witches, particularly if they are clerics of the goddess.

The Devil

The Dark Pantheon
So what gods make up the Dark Pantheon? Nobody knows
entirely for sure, probably not even the gods themselves.
While most Ilethreans will have heard of and fear the major
dark gods, there is a myriad of minor deities that have cults of
varying sizes worshipping them. To make things even more
complicated, there are some beings that accept or even promote their own reverence as a member of the Dark Pantheon—such as the infamous Spider Queen of Uleth. While
most people hold such endeavors as foolish, the Spider Queen
continues in her ways unharmed, for the time being.
It is worth noting that almost no major dark gods ever appear
in person on Ilethra. They are only known through their
malicious manipulations of life itself. Clerics of those dark
gods can call for and receive their god’s favor or place terrible
curses on their enemies. Worse, even without being called
upon, a deity may toy with the fate of mortals to entertain
themselves at any given time. Some of the deities of Ilethra
who work from behind the scenes include Samhainn, Lith and
Nico, the Grinning Idiot God of Thieves. There are two dark
gods, however, that are known to manifest in person—the
devil (see next column) and the God without a Name.

And then there is the dark god that is only referred to as the devil. He
holds no special rank among his equals, as there is no hierarchy within
the Dark Pantheon. However, one particular trait sets him apart from
all the other gods—the devil takes delight in personally meddling in
the affairs of mortals. This dark god can take on many shapes and
forms, often murdering his victims before taking on their appearance.
Even more so, there is no apparent limit to the number of manifestations/avatars the devil can take on at any given time. He can be
anywhere and anyone for any lengths of time. Note, that he is not the
Christian devil here—as there is no Christian god in KotBL either.
However, he does take on the familiar role of the trickster that he holds
in many medieval tales. Additionally, the devil is the god of magic. In
fact, he is commonly regarded as the sole source of actual magic on
Ilethra (see Magic chapter). Female worshippers of the devil, particularly those bestowed with magic capabilities, are also often called
witches, confusingly so.

Tiamat
Tiamat is also called the mother of dragons. There exist various
depictions of her, some human, some in dragon form. Most commonly
she is portrayed as a giant, three-headed dragon. Whether any of these
are grounded in myth or in reality is unknown; even the dragons seem
unsure about her actual appearance—or if they are, they are not telling.
She is still commonly considered the protector of dragons. However,
her role in The Shield Hunt (see above) puzzles scholars and worshippers alike to this very day. Why Tiamat would condone the widespread culling of Dragonkind (other than black dragons) is anyone’s
guess and subject to much speculation. There are many human
followers of Tiamat, however, who are part of the so-called dragon cult.
The dragon cult worships and reveres (black) dragons, yet is divided
on the issue of whether to hunt or to protect the other remaining
dragons while their "civil war" persists.
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Gear
This section details some of the weapons and sets of armor
available on Ilethra, enough to run the upcoming introductory
adventure or any simple homebrew scenario.

Weapons fall into two broad categories: Sharp weapons and
Blunt weapons. These types have different damage aspects
when dealing with armor (see below). Both types share the
following properties:
Weapon Size: Each weapon has a Size stat that affects both
damage and Initiative. See the Combat chapter for more details. It is also important to note that:
• Weapon Size affects damage and Initiative (Important:
the size of the creature wielding it does not).
• Weapons are made for a creature of a given size. The below listed weapons are made for Medium-sized creatures.
A weapon specifically made for bigger/smaller creatures
has its size category modified accordingly. Therefore, an
Ogre (Large creature) Dagger is Medium-sized, a Halfling
Broadsword is Small and a Giant's (XL creature) Spear is
XXL size.
• Unarmed attacks are considered weapon-like attacks
that are one category smaller than the creature itself
(see the table below).
• Weapon Size affects Initiative if, and only if, two melee
combatants are facing off, both vying to attack first. In

this case, each Weapon Size category below M subtracts
1 from your Initiative stat, while each size category above
increases it by 1. Ignore this modifier otherwise.
Impact: Sharp weapons have an Impact rating that is used to
determine whether they can penetrate a set of armor (see Armor below). Blunt weapons, instead, have an Impact rating
that adds to the damage bonus of its wielder when making a
Damage Roll due to a Crit (but not Hit!) attack result. Note that
this is not symmetrical to how armor works (see below),
Special: Some weapons have custom rules that set them
apart—like extra damage or weapon range; these rules get
laid out in this column.

Weapon Stats Table
Weapon

Size

Impact Special

Sharp weapons:
Dagger

S (-1)

6

-1 Defend CL
Damage as if Medium-sized weapon.

Shortsword

S (-1)

7

Broadsword

M (+0)

8

Battle Axe

M (+0)

9

-1 Defend CL

Bastard Sword

M (+0)

9

Two-handed. -1 Impact and Attack CL, if used one-handed.

Two-handed Sword

L (+1)

9

Two-handed. -1 Attack/Defend CL if Strength < CL 7.

Spear

L (+1)

9

Two-handed. Damage as if Medium-sized weapon.

Shortbow

S

8

Base Range: 10m, Max Range: 150m. Damage as if Medium-sized weapon.

Longbow

M

9

Base Range: 20m, Max Range: 300m.

Unarmed

S (-1)

+0

-1 Defend CL

Club

M (+0)

+1

Mace

M (+0)

+3

-1 Defend CL

Quarterstaff

L (+1)

+2

Two-handed. Damage as if Medium-sized weapon.

Warhammer

L (+1)

+4

Two-handed. -1 Defend CL

Sharp (ranged):

Blunt weapons:
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Armor is, game mechanics-wise, composed of the armor

Shields grant a +1 CL bonus to the Defend value when

material’s Armor Values (AV) for each damage aspect (Sharp
or Blunt). In addition to the material, each set of armor has
an Armor Save (AS) stat which is based on form/cut of the
armor. The Armor Save is a flat percentage value that gets
used to determine whether the armor takes effect or not (see
also the Combat chapter).

taking a Defend action. The user must use his Shield skill for
defense, however. Shields can also be used to parry arrows,
bolts or thrown weapons at a -1 CL to the Defend value of the
Shield skill. This negative modifier replaces the above defense
bonus. Other weapons are not suitable for defending against
ranged weapons.

Common Armor Values Table

Common Armor Saves Table
Armor Form

Sharp

Blunt

Cloth/Leather

5

0

Breastplate/Cuirass/Vest

50%

Reinforced Leather

6

1

Shirt/Haubergeon (Short Sleeve)

55%

Mail

7

1

Shirt/Hauberk (Long Sleeve)

60%

Full Body (with a few gaps)

90%

Armor Material

Blunt: If a Blunt attack hits a target in armor, the target gets
to add the Blunt AV to his Soak stat for any ensuing Damage
Roll due to a Hit or Crit attack result.
Sharp: When a Sharp attack hits a set of armor and it takes
effect, compare the attack’s Impact value with the respective
AV of the armor.
• If the Impact value is lower than the Armor Value, the
attack is stopped.
• If the Impact value is higher than the Armor Value, the
attack penetrates the armor.
• If the Impact value is equal to the Armor Value, the
attacker has the option of spending a Fortune Point to
penetrate the armor (see Fortune chapter for details).
If this option is taken, the struck character needs to
spend an additional Fortune Point to be able to invoke
Plot Armor to negate the attack. Furthermore, taking
this option is subject to successively rising costs due to
Repetition rules for Fortune Points (see the Fortune
chapter here for details).

Armor Save

Armor Save: See the Combat chapter for rules governing this
value. Various forms of armor have the above Armor Saves.
Note: Mixed sets of armor are composed of multiple different
materials. Such sets of armor have custom AVs and Armor
Saves.

Design Notes: Weapons and Armor
Weapons and armor in Knights of the Black Lily largely follow genre
conventions, particularly that of Hollywood's fantasy adaptations. In
KotBL, daggers are not significantly less lethal than swords, unarmed
heroes are still surprisingly effective against armed combatants and
reach is an advantage but not as much as it is in reality.
By the same token, armor does not always protect as much as it should
in real life. While we're avoiding some of Hollywood's greatest misconceptions, we're following the notion that armor is less important than
the person inside. Also, note that the AS values are not a direct representation of body surface area covered, but an estimation of the likelihood to bypass that armor by an enemy aiming for unprotected parts!

4.System

A

t the core of the KotBL system are three different
types of tests which will be outlined below—Basic
Tests, Resisted Tests and Comparative Tests. Additionally, to lay the groundwork for the following
chapters, we will introduce the health/damage subsystem
and briefly explain which different Character Types exist and
how they impact the game and story.

Basic Tests
Basic Tests are the form of tests that most closely resemble
the standard tests that gamers will be familiar with from other RPG systems, especially other d100-based systems. In
KotBL, however, gamers don't roll straight against a fixed
percent chance. Instead, they look up their success chance in a
table—to give the test very desirable bell-curved properties
(see The Bell-Curved D100 below). This method of testing
encompasses the following easy steps.
1. Determine property: The GM determines which skill,
attribute, etc. is most appropriate for the task at hand and
uses that as the base Competency Level (CL). Values
range approximately from 1 to 10.
2. Modify based on difficulty: The GM then determines a
difficulty modifier based on how complicated the
attempted task is. Positive modifiers make a task easier
than normal by allowing the character to roll on a more
favorable column in the Task Resolution Chart (TRC).
Conversely, negative modifiers make such a test harder.
For the scope of the Quickstart rules, clip at CL 0 or CL 10.

The final result is the effective Competency Level used
for the test.
3. Determine the Success Level (SL): Using the effective
Competency Level calculated above gives the acting
player or GM the column in the TRC to be referenced for
the test. Then he rolls d100 and looks up the resulting
Success Level (SL) for that column. The Success Level
Description Table gives a brief overview of the featured
colors and their corresponding SLs.
4. Interpret the SL: Finally, the GM gets to interpret the
meaning of the resulting SL given the current context
and situation.
One technique for determining the proper difficulty level
goes as follows—imagine a different character with an average competency (CL 5) attempting the same task instead.
Next, pick a target success chance on the TRC for that character—how likely he should succeed. Take note of the column
(the Target CL). Now the modifier you should apply to the following test of the actual character is simply: <Target CL - 5>.
Example: Joryn wants to climb up an ivy-covered castle wall. The
GM determines to test his Climbing skill and that an averageskilled climber (CL 5) should have roughly a 60% chance for success. The Target CL is therefore CL 6, resulting in a 6 - 5 = +1 CL
test modifier. Next, Joryn’s player adds this modifier to Joryn's base
CL for Climbing (CL 7), resulting in an effective CL of 8—easy for
Joryn! Then he rolls the d100, which results in a 16—a Dark Green
result in column 8, a Critical Success! The GM informs Joryn’s
player that his PC speedily scales the castle wall without making
much noise and arrives at the top without alerting any guards.

Success Level Description Table
Color

Success Level (SL Value)

Description

Dark Green

Critical Success (3)

The character succeeds in an outstanding manner. Bonus effects, information or rewards may be
awarded according to GM fiat.

Light Green

Success (2)

The character just passes the test.

Transparent

Failure (1)

The character just fails the test.

Light Grey

Fumble (0)

The character screws up royally. How severe the consequences of a Fumble result are depends
on individual circumstances. Use GM fiat.
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Resisted Tests

Comparative Tests

Sometimes, a character’s efforts are directly opposed by
something else. The sturdiness of a door he tries to break
down. The wits of a guard he tries to dupe. The attention of a
victim whose pockets he tries to pick. In these cases a different
mechanic is used for task resolution—the Resisted Test. This
mechanic uses the following steps.

Basic Tests and Resisted Tests are fairly standard in most
games. KotBL, however, also utilizes a third form of tests,
mostly used to determine Initiative. More generally speaking,
whenever two or more characters are acting only indirectly
against each other, competing against each other in a form of
racing situation (such as in Initiative determination—but it
could also be used in determining who reaches a magic dagger lying on the floor first), the GM should call for a
Comparative Test. To resolve a Comparative Test, follow below
procedure.

1. Determine properties: As before, the GM determines
which property is most appropriate, only this time, he
does so for both parties involved.
2. Determine net CL: Next, the GM determines the net CL
by subtracting the CL of the opposing side from the CL of
the character performing the action. The GM may or may
not apply circumstantial modifiers to either side prior to
doing so. For the scope of the Quickstart rules, clip at ±3.
3. Determine the SL: To find the resulting column for a Resisted Test, do not use the Competency Level classification
row on top of columns in the TRC. Instead use the
“Resisted ±X” classification row right below—with ±X
corresponding to the net result from step 2. So, for
example, if the net result was +3, you should use the
column “Resisted +3” for the test. Afterwards, the rest of
step 3 proceeds exactly as under Basic Task Resolution.
4. Interpret the SL: This step likewise works exactly as
introduced under Basic Task Resolution.
Example: Estrahil attempts to convince the city watch to let him
enter some town unchecked. In this case, his Chummy Trait gives
him a CL of 7 and he gets opposed by the Guardsman’s Intuition
of CL 5. However, there are other Guardsmen present who make
the task of convincing the opposing side significantly more challenging. The GM sets the difficulty at –2. The effective CL of
Barnabas is therefore 7 – 2 = 5. The resulting net CL of the test is
consequently 0:
5 (Estrahil’s effective CL) – 5 (Guardsman’s CL) = 0.
Estrahil’s player rolls a 30 on the d100 which gives a Light Green
result on the column labeled “Resisted ±0”. A Light Green result
means basic success and therefore the GM starts to portray the
Guardsmen as slowly relenting during role-play of the ensuing
conversation.

Playing without theBell-Curved D100
Although it offers many advantages (see next page), the idea of the
Bell-Curved d100 may not be to the taste of every group. If occassional table lookups are not palatable to your players but you love
the rest of the game, it is entirely possible to play Knights of the
Black Lily with a normal, straight d100. To play KotBL with a
straight d100, you record the associated base success chance for the
CL of each of a character's Attributes, Skils, etc. Additionally, you need
to convert modifiers into flat percentage modifiers, with each CL
shift worth about 7 or 8%. We will provide more supplemental material for doing so in the Downloads section of the KotBL website in the
future.

1. Determine property: The GM determines which
attribute or skill is most appropriate for the task at hand.
2. Determine test score: Each participant rolls a d100.
Add 20 for each CL over 5 in the tested property and
subtract 20 for every CL below. This is the character’s test
score.
3. Determine winner: In the final step, compare scores:
the character with the highest test score wins.
Example: Setryk and Estrahil are fighting against a demon of
Samhainn in close combat. To find out who goes first in the
initial round of combat, they participate in a Comparative Test
for Initiative determination. Setryk rolls an 87 and since he has
an Initiative CL of 6, his final test score is 107. Estrahil rolls only
a 20, and since his CL is 7, this gives him a total score of 60.
Finally, the demon rolls for 23, giving him an end result of 103
for his Initiative CL of 9. That means the final Initiative order is:
First Setryk, then the demon, and Estrahil last.

Design Notes: The Mitigated Death Spiral
Unlike in most existing RPGs, fantasy heroes get wounded quite
rarely. And when they do, it only tends to serve underlining their
heroic nature when they prevail in spite of after all. Knights of the
Black Lily combines the Fortune Points mechanic introduced further below with the Wound Points described here to model the way
injuries work in fiction with complete accuracy: Fortune Points
ensure that the PCs have the typical heroes' luck in evading damage
while the occasional acquisition of Wound Points degrades their
performance when injured. This degraded performance, in turn,
makes further injury much more likely - the so-called death spiral effect. The above combination of FPs and the death spiral damage system, however, is what we refer to as the mitigated death spiral. The
resulting health system is so faithful to fiction, you may catch
yourself counting how many Wound Points a character has when
watching a movie!
Furthermore, since the protagonists in Knights of the Black Lily
rarely get wounded, the combination of luck and simulated wound
effects makes healer dependency a thing of the past. There is no
more need to have a healer in your party by all means and no more
need to pile up healing potions. For the very same reason, the mitigated death spiral even facilitates single player gameplay: if it works
for lone wolf heroes in fiction, it works for lone PCs in KotBL just as
well.

Design Notes: TheBell-Curved D100
By utilizing the Task Resolution Chart (TRC), Knights of the Black Lily combines the strengths of a straight d100 roll (high granularity and great
simplicity, due to easily understood success chances) with the strengths of the gentle-rolling distribution of a bell-curved approach (as in, say,
rolling 3d6)—which we call the Bell-Curved d100. The price to pay for this is, admittedly, infrequent lookups on the TRC; playtesting leads us to believe, however, that it is necessary in only a few cases (~10%), as the Success Level of a roll is usually quite obvious to somewhat experienced players. In return, we get the above advantages plus easy-to-use single-digit test modifiers plus the avoidance of effective success chances (after
modifiers) of below 0 or above 100 plus full customizability of any Bell-Curved d100 game according to tone or genre. But, wait, there is more.
One persistent problem in gamemastering is setting the difficulty level for party-wide tests properly—whether it's a test in which the entire party
has to succeed (sneaking past the orc guard) or only one PC (spotting a bandits' ambush). In the former case, you may assess difficulty similarly as
depicted above under Basic Tests. Treat the party as if it was a single character with average competency (CL 5) taking the test, except at the end
you also add the number of PCs involved to the modifier—to offset the increased chance for failure due to the number of tests taken. Apply the resulting modifier to all who attempt the task; the math checks out. In the latter case, if only one PC has to succeed, you subtract the number of PCs
attempting the test instead. The Bell-Curved d100 makes your scenarios more adaptable to how many of your players show up on game day!
But it gets even better: the above logic can also be applied to parts of a party—for example in negotiations. Let us assume your party wants to
convince the king to let them speak to one of his prisoners. Instead of only having the most vocal speaker take the test or having anyone take a flat
test or drawing on rules for assisted tests, you can just wait and watch which of your players contributes materially to the on-going conversation in
roleplay (in-character). Everyone who does has to take a Persuation test, adjusted by the number of PCs taking the test. The beauty of the underlying
math is that two skilled negotiators increase their chances of success slighly, while two unskilled negotiators might end up dragging each other
down. Certainly, a skilled and persuasive talker “helped” by a bumbling fool will see their chances of success reduced!

Health and Damage

Character Types

Characters in KotBL do not have hit points. Instead, they accumulate Wound Points (abbreviated WPs, taken only when
seriously injured by a lethal weapon) or K.O. Points (KPs, accumulated, for example, when getting punched senseless). They
also have a Damage Capacity that indicates how many Wound
or K.O. Points they can take and stay operational. Both get
recorded on the character's Damage Track; for PCs, the Damage
Track can be found on the character sheet. For NPCs, the GM
can record any relevant information on a sheet of paper. Each
Wound or K.O. Point incurred degrades the performance of a
character by applying a negative modifier to all tests, except
for Damage Rolls (see Combat chapter) and knowledge-based
tests and the like, subject to GM fiat. Every time a character
marks a Wound Point (with a ‘W’) or a K.O. Point (with a ‘K’)
from left to right on the Damage Track, the character operates
from that point on at the penalty underneath the marked box.
And, yes, this implies that Wound and K.O. Points stack.

The above rules for damage apply to PCs and Elite-type
NPCs alike (see Characters chapter for Character Types).
Mooks and Boss-type NPCs have their own custom rules,
both damage-related and otherwise.

When a character exhausts his Damage Capacity, he either
dies or falls unconscious. If the Damage Track contains a
single K.O. result, the character ends up being overwhelmed
by all the physical stress inflicted and passes out. He regains
consciousness when the GM decides an appropriate amount
of time has passed—but not before the end of combat. Otherwise the character succumbs to that last wound inflicted,
being struck by a fatal blow. Also, don't be misled by the
Damage Capacity of the characters in chapter 2—a single WP
is enough to put any of them on a death spiral.
A note on minor injuries: these don't affect characters for long
beyond a very visual cut or bruise. In KotBL, they get treated
as Stun or Daze Hit Effects (see Combat chapter). Just like in
the movies, the actual effect wears off quickly.

Mooks are subject to the following rules:
• Never inflict K.O./Wound Points by default but cause
Fortune Point loss instead (see Fortune chapter).
• Automatically fail (SLV 0) Defense/Dodge tests. This does
not keep them from selecting these actions time and
again. (Mooks get dispatched easily.)
• Any Stun result beyond the first and any Daze result
inflict a K.O. Point on them instead.
• Exhausting the Damage Track may always be interpreted
as death, instead of K.O., by the GM. (Mooks may or may
not die according to dramatic needs or flavor.)
• Any Ranged Attack roll by a Mook, whose effective CL is
below 7, counts Success SL results as Failure SL results
and therefore as misses, effectively. (Mooks are terrible
shots unless it's too implausible they would miss.)

Bosses have the following special rules:
• Prior to the scene in which they are meant to be
defeated, they treat all attacks made on them as if made
by Mooks, i.e., they suffer Fortune Point loss instead of
accumulating Wound or K.O Points. (Bosses can’t be
overcome prematurely.)
Finally, it should also be noted that the various Character
Types each have custom rules for invoking Plot Armor and
Harmful Spells (see the Fortune chapter for details).

5.Fortune

A

s the overall theme of Knights of the Black Lily
is Challenge within Genre Bounds, we now introduce
the single core mechanic that facilitates this theme
more than any other: Fortune Points. Fortune
Points not only provide a mechanic for recreating the kind of
heroes’ luck that is typical for fantasy heroes—they go way
beyond that. In Knights of the Black Lily, every Fortune
Point that gets expended helps in the current scene but
potentially comes back with a vengeance later, when at the
Trial of the Gods (the final scene of the adventure) the
closing tally of Fortune expended is being taken stock of. As
the dark gods' favor is hanging on a thread, any Fortune spent
previously is bound to affect the scenario’s resolution
negatively for you. It’s a simple trade-off between short-term
gain and long-term pain. In the rest of this chapter, we will
take a closer look at the deeper ramifications of this seemingly innocent change, including a new lens on scenario
design: challenge-driven gameplay, which entails structuring scenarios as a series of challenges that ask the players
to overcome them while relying on heroes' luck as little as
possible.

The mechanics of Fortune

Standard Fortune: The party begins each scenario with a
certain amount of Fortune Points (FPs); let's assume the
default amount is 4 (although this is entirely scenario dependent). The GM starts with his own pool of FPs, let's say 3.
The pools of both opposing sides, together, make up what we
refer to as Standard Fortune. Ideally, both pools are represented by some physical tokens on the gaming table.
Whenever required, each side can spend up to 3 FPs to have
something good happen to them, including something bad for
their enemies, what we call a Lucky Break. Lucky Breaks represent events in the game world that are favorable to the
side expending Fortune. All spent Fortune goes right into the
opposing side’s pool. Any Standard Fortune gained in some way
likewise always comes from the opposing pool to boost one's
own. While the GM can freely decide on spending FPs on his
own, the players need to request a particular Lucky Break by

describing what they want to happen and gaining the GM's
approval. Also, they need a majority of players to consent to
the request. The GM is responsible for cutting down any
lengthy debates and breaking ties. Rejected requests don't
cost anything, however, and players can forego a Lucky Break if
the designated FP cost turns out to be too high. On the other
hand, the GM has the option to force the party to spend
Fortune in the interest of story, for example, in the case of
missed critical clues that stall an investigation. We refer to
this as Forced Spending. Finally, the mechanical effects of any
approved Lucky Breaks are to be eyeballed by the GM (the full
version of the game will provide further guidelines).
Fortune can never drop below zero. A side with 0 FPs can (repeatedly) gain up to 2 FPs by granting the other side a matching amount of Bonus Fortune at the start of the Trial of the
Gods (see below). This Bonus Fortune is exceptional for it increases the total amount of Standard Fortune in play.

FortunePoints and the Trial of the Gods
Fortune Points in Knights of the Black Lily work differently from
similar metacurrency you may be familiar with from other games
(whether as Fate Points, Karma Points, etc.). It is crucial to understand the difference: Fortune has significance beyond the current
scene. At the resolution of the running scenario, the Trial of the
Gods, the party will enjoy rewards and suffer setbacks based on how
many FPs they have left. While this change may look trivial at first
glance, it has profound implications that cascade throughout gameplay (see the Design Notes on the following page).
Also, Fortune Points never grant any bonuses directly. Instead, FPs
can be used to buy fortunate events and therefore provide indirect
boons. Most significantly, Fortune Points never grant rerolls to tests,
not even indirectly. Any test, once taken, is final and if you don't like
the results, you need to expend Fortune and creatively insert a semiplausible event to steer the course of action back in your favor.
Finally, note that Standard Fortune modifies an on-going challenge.
(To set up a new challenge instead, use the Challenge Pool, see below.) For example, if a player rolls badly in a balanced fight, he can
use FPs to receive help. If, on the other hand, the GM has misjudged
his party's strength and they roll all over his monsters, he can spend
FPs to make the encounter challenging after all.

Design Notes: The implications of Fortune
Fortune Points recreate heroes' (bad) luck: Faithful simulation of the fantasy genre is impossible without recreating heroes' luck in some
form or manner. Whether it is a hail of arrows all missing on the battlefield or being handed a previously missed clue on the silver platter by a
chance event—fantasy fiction is full of protagonists being bailed out by pure luck. Or, imagine a PC discovering a treasure by sheer fortune, only
to stumble into a trap that seems to spell certain doom for the entire party before spotting some lucky circumstance that might allow them all
to escape by a hair's breadth. Only to drop at the feet of the bad guys, of course. This game tries to reflect such fictional realities as close as
possible through the use of the Fortune subsystem. The way Fortune is set-up in two opposing pools in Knights of the Black Lily, it promotes
such wild roller-coaster rides in the game—if both players and the GM readily agree to spend Fortune to amp the action!
Fortune Points allow for effective risk management: Fortune Points supply a mechanism to sanction failure beyond immediate consequences, particularly death. For example, when PCs can spend Fortune to avoid falling to a meaningless death mid-game, it gives them the
option to suffer other, hopefully milder consequences later in the form of the Twists of Fate (see below) instead. Also, Forced Spending essentially solves the age-old problem of the GM fudging the dice—just by attaching a price tag in Fortune Points to it. Of course, any GM can always
design scenes which let chips fall where they may as well; after all, it's his choice alone whether to use Fortune or a Challenge Pool (see below)
for a given scene or not. In general, the more unpredictable a scenario is for the players, the more intense it is as well.
Fortune Points are a tool to create challenges and tension: Because Twists of Fate allow the GM to centrally define risk, Fortune Points become a particularly valuable commodity to put at stake in a whole series of challenges. Fortune can be used to make fights that are a foregone
conclusion (i.e., against Mooks) intense and interesting—via a GM's Wager (see below). Such a GM's Wager can also be used to leverage Fortune
as a currency in mini-games: challenging the players to wrap up an investigation in 4 or less visited locations, deducting 1 point from the investigation's Challenge Pool for each step. This approach is at the heart of challenge-driven scenario design.
Fortune Points provide balance: The other types of Fortune (see below) can each be used to balance your games in their own way. Favor can
be used as an equalizer between PCs: a halfling commoner, for example, who can draw on luck way more frequently than a powerful wizard or
ranger, can pull off going on adventures side-by-side, facing the same threats. While some heroes are great by virtue of their skill alone, others
become heroes simply by being destined to be great. And, yes, running commoner-only parties is viable! Secondly, Power Points apply the principle of narrative costs (see below), meaning that a wizard is no more powerful than any other character. There is no caster supremacy in this
game. If anything, wizards are just more flexible than other characters, as their powers are not confined by the laws of nature. Finally, the Challenge Pool can be used to adapt any challenge or even any scenario to any group—even if it involves the most horrible of tombs.

Gaining Fortune: Except for the above Bonus Fortune
Points, Standard Fortune can only be gained by having the
opposing side spend/lose Fortune. If a rule says that a side
gains a Fortune Point, it always comes from the opposing pool.
The combined amount of Standard Fortune in both pools is
always fixed. However, once the scenario reaches the Trial of
the Gods all newly expended Fortune gets removed from play
permanently.

Spending Fortune: The Fortune cost of a Lucky Break is
purely measured by its impact on the story. We consider this
the narrative cost of any requested event that favors your side.
Therefore, trapping the foot of a lone enemy Mook is cheaper
than a giant rock dropping on an enemy Elite, which is in turn
cheaper than requesting an explosion that gets a whole
bunch of Elites outright killed. Getting a small bonus in a fight
is cheaper than requesting a story twist that will knock an
opponent straight out of the game. The GM also may or may
not deny any requests that amount to bypassing a challenge
he has constructed. Rough guidelines for FP cost can be found
in a section further down below. Remember: the maximum
amount of Fortune Points that can be spent (after any modifiers) on a Lucky Break is 3. Also, repetition has an additional
price. If the players keep asking for the same Lucky Breaks to
bail themselves out, just raise the cost by 1 FP successively.
Optionally, a charge of 1 FP can be demanded by the GM for
any repetitive tactic that the players resort to, as it both goes
against the spirit of genre simulation as well as boring the
dark gods to death. They are not amused. This fast-and-loose
rule serves to prevent one-trick-pony PCs and repetitive storytelling. Power Point expenditure (see below), however, is
largely exempt from this rule, unless specified otherwise.

Example: Estrahil and the fierce Rhana are facing a group of 7 orc
Mooks in an abandoned troll cave. Due to excessively good rolling, they've cut down 4 of them in the first 2 rounds of combat!
After their curb stomping the opposition in the previous
encounter also, the GM decides that he has had enough and that
he'd like to make the current encounter at least a bit more
challenging. So he spends 1 point of Standard Fortune to have
reinforcements of 2 more orc Mooks emerge from the room next
door in the following turn. If Estrahil and Rhana manage to kill
the 5 remaining orcs without drawing on more than the
Challenge Pool (see below) of this encounter, they probably stand
to gain a whopping 2 FPs for this encounter overall. On the other
hand, if they need more Fortune than there is in this encounter's
Challenge Pool to defeat the reinforced orcs, they will probably
lose the Fortune Point they just gained again for a net gain of 0.
Essentially, the GM has raised the stakes to double or nothing at
all by spending that Fortune Point on reinforcements.

Trial of the Gods: Keeping track of Fortune without any
consequences would render it meaningless. Therefore, right
before the story climax it is time to take final stock of the
Standard Fortune tally—the dark gods, in the guise of fate, are
going to meddle, based on who has pleased or pestered them
so far. The more the players have relied on the gods' help via
FP expenditure, the more displeased the gods will be. For,
now the GM and the players have the opportunity to hurt
each other by spending their remaining Standard Fortune on
Twists of Fate: scenario-specific, predesigned Lucky Breaks
that will shape the story on its final stretch. This moment
also inserts a break to normal FP use: any Standard Fortune
spent here and hereafter gets removed from play entirely instead of getting shifted to the opposing side.
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Twists of Fate can be anything that represents stakes that the
GM thinks his players will care about (but ideally not more than
about beating the scenario) and can range a wide set of options (see below). Selecting the right stakes is therefore crucial
in making the players care about whether they win or lose FPs
or whether they master or fail a challenge the GM has set up
for them. It may take a bit of practice though and for the first
few sessions it is probably best to err on the side of harshness
to ensure the players develop a sense of urgency about Fortune.
While Twists of Fate can be anything, it underscores the tragic
note of the game if they are designed as a negative inflicted
on the opposing side. So, instead of having the Twist
Party may keep the magic sword

— FP Cost: 3

available for the players, it might be more thematic to turn it
into the following Twist for the GM:
Powerful sorcerer claims the magic sword

— FP Cost: 3

Note that the player goal to gain FPs remains fundamentally
unchanged by this: maximizing your own pool and minimizing
the opposing one are two sides of the same coin after all.
However, if you suspect that a particular Twist might not be appealing for the players to select ("Keep the enemy lich count
from escaping and becoming a recurring villain"), it might be best
to turn it into an option for the GM instead.
Important: These Twists, once paid for, represent the will of
the gods; they are destined to happen, no matter what. For
anything else would subvert the gravity of the Fortune Point
rules after all: why bother about Fortune during the adventure
if you can negate their effects through clever play in the end?
Also, it is crucial that the GM integrates whatever is bound to
happen as reasonably as possible into the current plot to not
undermine the credibility of his game world.

Additionally, to ensure that some Lucky Breaks are bound to
happen sooner or later and to showcase the strength of the
d100 granularity, the following rule gets introduced.

Reversal of Fortunes: Whenever a character passes a
meaningful attribute or skill test (Basic or Resisted) by rolling
exactly the percentage number required to pass, he must
come up with a disadvantage for himself worth 1 FP or his side
must give up 1 FP. Conversely, if a character fails a test by just
1 point, something good will happen to him—the opposing
side must select a suitable Minor Lucky Break for him or lose
1 FP. The opposing side cannot "upgrade" the suggested Lucky
Break through FP expenditure. The GM can reject unsuitable
requests by the affected player, resulting in automatic FP expenditure instead. Fairness is paramount here however:
KotBL is all about challenge-driven gameplay; it's not about
an adversarial gamemastering style.
This rule represents essentially your "success but with complications/at a cost"that you may be familiar with from other RPGs.
Note that the complications are not necessarily immediate to
the action performed: in the case of FP loss, the consequences
of "success with complications" might be much further down
the plot (see Trial of the Gods above).The full rules of the game
will allow you to fully customize the frequency of such events
to your campaign.
Example: Hiltbrandt tries to beguile the local tavern maid with
some nefarious purpose in mind. The GM decides that it's a -4
Social test due to his high age. This gives the wizard an effective
Social CL of 7 - 4 = CL 3, a 33% success chance. If he rolls a 33 on
the ensuing test, he manages to fascinate the wench, however a
younger suitor might turn up just as they are about to leave,
stirring up trouble. Conversely, if he rolls a 34, the tavern maid
would probably end the conversation quickly but might be getting ordered by her mother to do some menial task back in the
stables, giving Hiltbrandt another shot at getting ahold of her.

Rhevan and the Maschiana Orb
Rhevan flinched. It was a brief, sudden motion, born out of a primordial awareness; an ancient, deep and dark pool of sensation from which premonition of
the impending danger arose like biting vapors. The shadow missed his head narrowly but came close enough to strike his earring which bounced and tore at
his ear to a distinct metallic clang, followed by the angry scream of a high-pitched voice that filled the air. Immediately, his opponent was all over him, blow
for blow, trying to make up for his mistake. But Rhevan was ready—he deflected the first and second strike sideways, side-stepped the third and feinted in riposte to the fourth. The impish silhouette fell for the ruse and Rhevan seized the moment immediately—with a flash of glistening muscles in the near-dark,
Rhevan's blade found its mark, piercing through the ribs of the halfling who shivered and writhed as he sank to the ground, for a last time.
Killing Haalo, the halfling slave master, was but a stepping-stone in retrieving the Orb of Maschiana from the evil trade cult of Atep; but it had cost Rhevan dearly—he
had strained the good-will of the dark gods mightily. Failing his perception check enabled his ambusher to launch a lethal blow; only by spending 2 FPs on Plot Armor, Rhevan managed to cheat certain death by an inch. Much later, as he finally retrieved the Orb from the cult's living altar, Rhevan watched in horror the soothing
orb's light flickering and fading, drained by the unholy altar. The Trial of the Gods had been entered. And as Rhevan's player never managed to recover the 2 FPs he
had given up earlier on, his GM was able to express the dark gods' overall displeasure by buying a Twist of Fate that rendered the Orb's powers useless.

Types of Fortune
The following types of FPs complement Standard Fortune in
shaping the story and challenging the players appropriately.

Favor: Characters may have individual, personalized FPs,
called Favor, representing personal patronage and protection
by the dark gods. Points in Favor can be used in place of
Standard Fortune or Power Points (see below) but they vanish
on expenditure. They get awarded by the GM to players, for
example, for role-playing well and making the genre come
alive. Favor can be spent only on circumstances relating directly to the character. Also they do not require the consent of
other players, which makes them very valuable in any innerparty conflicts. Favor can be used to invoke Plot Armor (see
below) without the usual restrictions. So, for example, even
when wounded by a Boss-type NPC, Favor can be used to
negate the hit. Furthermore, Favor is not part of the final FP
tally during the Trial of the Gods and cannot be used to unlock any Twists of Fate (see above).

Power Points: Power Points (PP) are a specialized form of
individual Fortune. Their primary purpose is to limit the
scope and amount of any special traits, powers, spells, etc. a
given character might have. For, each use of such abilities
comes with a cost in PPs and when the Power Point stat has
been exhausted, a character cannot use any special abilities
anymore for the remainder of the scenario. Power Points refresh at the beginning of a new scenario. Like Favor, PPs do
not count towards the tally during the Trial of the Gods and
they get expended on use. Both Standard Fortune and Favor
can be spent in place of Power Points, however.
Power Points are your quintessential do-cool-stuff points, as they
are tied in usage to the character's traits and spells. Their purpose is to impose narrative cost on the use of such powers, so as
to avoid any characters overshadowing the on-going story with
their amazing set of special abilities. It is critical to understand
here that Power Points do not represent any in-game limitations:
the characters aren't tired from casting or performing special
combat maneuvers. Instead, PPs keep track of how often and how
intensely a character has placed himself in the limelight. This is
appropriate to genre as well: Gandalf could probably have cast
way more spells than he did (and if he was run by your average
RPG player, he certainly would have); no explanation is given
why he didn't, maybe he just forgot to. Just don't look too closely
and don't ask too many hard questions, for it serves story.

Also, power use should be priced in context: for example, the
cost of mind-reading should always depend on how valuable
the potentially gleaned information would be for the PCs. And
a power that can turn a single enemy to stone might cost 1 PP
if used on a Mook or 4 PP if used on a Boss. Individual power
descriptions provide baseline costs as guidelines rather than
hard-and-fast rules for both the GM and the players.

Challenge Pool: The Challenge Pool (CP) is a pool of freebie Fortune that may get assigned by the GM for the scope
of any encounter, scene, investigation, puzzle or task. Fortune
from the CP simply gets used in place of Standard Fortune,
unless explicitly noted otherwise. Spent FPs from the Challenge Pool are removed from play. The CP may get allocated
openly or covertly at the beginning of any challenge and any
unused points are removed when it concludes.
But the CP can be used for more than just calibrating the difficulty of an encounter: while Standard Fortune can be used
to modify an on-going scene or challenge, the Challenge
Pool can be used to set up interesting challenges. These
challenges usually take on the form of a GM's Wager:
• Can the party overcome the demon goblin bandits...
• Can the party discover the identity of the serial killer...
• Can the party persuade the order of the Knights of the
Black Lily to commit to the war against their enemies...
...without needing any Standard Fortune to help them out?
By overcoming any of those odds relying only on the CP and
Favor, the party is considered to have bested that challenge.
The stakes are up to the GM and can be set individually per
challenge; furthermore, the stakes may be set overtly or kept
confidential. The default gain is 1 (Standard) FP for the winning side of the GM's Wager, tying each scene ultimately to
the Twists of Fate. A word of warning—the GM should plan for
failure: what does it mean when the party has exhausted its
CP in a fight against lowly goblins? A suitable deus ex machina may be required to resolve the scene one way or another.
Through repeat use of the CP, entire scenarios can be structured as a series of scenes or challenges involving a GM's
Wager, right up to the Trial of the Gods. This is what we refer
to as challenge-driven scenario design. An example for
such structured design can be found in the Appendix.
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Sample Fortune Point Cost Table
Requested Effect

FP Costs

Minor Lucky Break

1

Create a random distraction to escape Mook captors; create special opportunity to shake off pursuers or
to catch up in a pursuit; discover by sheer coincidence a previously missed clue; find by chance a
suitable, improvised weapon while unarmed; having one or more Mooks suddenly appear behind one of
the PCs; make villain in superior position gloat.
Medium Lucky Break

2

Triggering an enemy's crippling phobia for the scene; creating a sudden, grave danger (quicksand, fire, etc.)
for enemies; disarming the opponent in a duel to the death; the enemy guard captain is an old friend.
3

Major Lucky Break
Preventing a Total Party Kill after screwing up royally; creating a sudden, grave danger with additional complications for all enemies; the GM shuts down an exploit of a hard-to-find major plot hole by the players.
Harmful Lucky Breaks
- Targets are Mooks (per 3 men batch or part thereof)

1 per

- Elite

3

- Boss

4

Fortune Guidelines

General Lucky Breaks: Commonly, requests for Lucky

Plot Armor: In general, protagonists do not die at the hands

Breaks involve calling for circumstances that bestow some
kind of advantage on the requestor, often mechanical in
nature: getting a grip on a crowbar gives an unarmed PC a club
to fight with, having the floor give way under one foot of an
NPC gives that NPC a negative modifier to fighting for one or
more rounds, making an enemy overlook a rock on the ground
might impose the prone condition. The GM is the final arbiter
of the cost and the effects of a request, pending approval. He
does not need to be entirely consistent or balanced here, just
be roughly fair with regards to what advantages can be had
for 1, 2 or 3 FPs respectively. While all of this is vague by
design, the lack of hard-and-fast rules allows for the widest
range of requests, and therefore the greatest creativity, possible. The Sample Fortune Point Cost Table above, however,
may provide some rough cost guidelines for the scope of this
Quickstart. Furthermore, please note that, as with PPs, the
concept of narrative cost applies—finding that random crowbar above might be much more useful in some situations than
others and the FP cost should always reflect that. Also, while
specific traits or spells come with their own rules, limitations
and assorted PP costs instead, the above sample costs may
provide useful guidelines for pricing unusual uses of traits or
spells just as well.

of Mooks. They usually don't die a random, meaningless death
mid-story either. Knights of the Black Lily aims at giving
GMs the means to recreate such fictional realities through the
Plot Armor rule. Whenever a character would otherwise suffer
serious harm, be it a serious wound, death or equivalent disaster, spending 1 FP will result in avoiding this outcome entirely. For example, any attack inflicting a wound would be
considered a narrow miss instead (treat as a Stand-Off result
with no change of Initiative, see Combat chapter below). And
instead of tumbling down a cliff, a character spending Fortune
will be saved by some to-be-specified lucky circumstances,
and so on. Particularly unlikely escapes (i.e., when getting
backstabbed) should cost extra Fortune. Any PC in need of Plot
Armor does not require player consent, just GM approval.

Important note: It is crucial to understand that Fortune Points
normally cannot be used to directly undo failed tests, poor decisions or to outright deny/reverse a Lucky Break of the opposing side. Lucky Breaks are about creating events that carry the
plot or the action forward. Any exception from this rule will be
stated explicitly; the most common exception gamers will encounter is the rule of Plot Armor.

Optionally, a character can intentionally accept getting hit and
wounded by Mooks rather than to endure FP loss—this might
make sense if an impending Trial of the Gods (see above) and
the current Fortune tally is of immediate concern for the party.
Example: A party of four PCs needs to climb a steep cliff mid-scenario. The GM assigns a difficulty of +0 CL and a Challenge Pool
of 2 for the task. Every PC needs to take the test. Any failure can
be compensated for via Plot Armor rules through FPs from the
Challenge Pool (and with every expenditure narrated/rationalized
by the GM). If the party manages to scale the cliff without overexhausting the Challenge Pool, it is removed from play and the party
earns 1 Fortune Point (coming from the GM's Standard Fortune
pool). If more than 2 PCs fail the test, on the other hand, some PCs
will have to suffer the consequences—unless compensated for by
Standard Fortune or Favor.
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Mooks are not meant to invoke Plot Armor, subject to GM fiat.
Furthermore, Mooks normally do not wound non-Mooks. As a
result, non-Mooks can always invoke Plot Armor against
them, if they have some available FPs. To cover for any ensuing loss of Fortune, fights against Mooks normally involve a
Challenge Pool of appropriate size for the challenge posed.
Conversely, Boss-type NPCs always have Plot Armor when hit
by anyone but another Boss-type NPC, usually relying on Favor for payment. PCs may or may not be able to call on Plot
Armor from the CP when attacked by a Boss NPC, subject to
GM fiat. (Other Standard Fortune/Favor works though).
When it comes to Elites, it depends on the Elite and the
scene. Sometimes they do have Plot Armor and sometimes
PCs can escape their attacks via Plot Armor. Sometimes they
don't. This rule is meant to keep the PCs on their toes here.
If a Player Character gets to attack another PC, generally only
Favor can be used for Plot Armor—unless the attacking PC is
acting under mind control and the GM has set aside a Challenge Pool for this event.
Important note: Having a successful attack invalidated by
Plot Armor can feel frustrating (due to the "whiff factor") if
not accompanied by a description of how the attack closely
misses. It is recommended that, as an NPC slowly runs out of
Fortune, any misses due to this rule should be described as
becoming narrower and narrower to signal progress.
Harmful Lucky Breaks (optional): Players may request a
Lucky Break that would wound, knock out or kill an NPC
outright at some point. Knights of the Black Lily offers the
option to do so at the costs listed above. However, many GMs
might detest the outright defeat of any NPC without a dice roll
and reject such a request out of hand. This is fine—any FP expenditure requires GM approval after all and he may rule such
usage out of his games. But even in that case, certain traits
and abilities, like harmful spells (see Magic chapter), will still
use these guidelines to determine their cost in Power Points
nonetheless. The following options for lowering FP costs, including Power Points expenditure, are available (note that
there is still a final spending limit of 3 FP per request):
Wounds: Instead of outright K.O./Death, a Lucky Break might
result merely in an injury (1 Wound Point) for any character
with a Damage Capacity higher than 1. Such requests have
their FP cost reduced by 1 to a minimum of 1.
Saving Throws: A request may or may not entail some kind of
Saving Throw for the affected character(s) to escape the effect. For example, falling rocks might entitle the potentially
affected characters a Perception or Agility check. A Fireball
spell might result in an Agility Save for the targets or alternatively a Dexterity-based Attack roll by the caster. Any Lucky
Break with a Saving Throw has a -1 FP cost modifier to a minimum of 1. When requesting a Harmful Lucky Break, either the
players may specify that they are willing to grant the enemy a
Saving Throw to lower costs or the GM may determine that a
Saving Throw is warranted. In both cases the FP cost gets reduced and the GM decides ad hoc on the nature of the Saving
Throw and any applicable modifiers.

Examples: The Appendix includes a few examples of how
to use Fortune Points and Twists of Fate in actual play. It is
highly recommended to read through them to develop an
understanding of their intended use.
Twists of Fate: Just before the scenario enters its climactic
scene, the GM announces to the players that the Trial of the
Gods (see above) has come and tallies the current Fortune
pools. Now one or both sides get to spend the remaining
Fortune on Twists of Fate, with all expended Standard Fortune
getting removed from play from this point on. Any remaining
FPs can be used as usual during the final confrontation. Twists
of Fate can be anything that you think your players might care
about, ideally not more than about beating that big bad evil
guy though. Here are some suggestions to get your creative
juices flowing:
• Recurring Villains: Will Drur-Uruk, the spiteful one-eyed
paladin of orc chieftain Akmon D’rar, be able to escape
the party and become recurring?
• Loot: Granted the legendary blade ‘Feenmark’ to banish
the lich count of Urick, will you be able to keep it after
the quest is done?
• Epiphany: Why did Will, the miller's son, turn towards the
orc gods and sacrifice his own sister anyway? Without
selecting this Twist the players might never find out.
• Support: Will the mysterious worshippers of Ka’dash,
dead god of thieves, side with or against the party during
the final battle?
• Backstory progression: Will Korain, the party's mercenary,
ascend out of alcoholism or will he plunge deeper into it
before it can get better?
The GM can explain any of the Twists of Fate available to the
players in detail or he can just hint at their nature, e.g.: "Ally I
(2 FP cost) means someone will come to you aid, Ally II (3 FP)
means substantial support for the final battle." In the latter
case, it is recommended to create a Cover Text description
for each Twist of Fate available to the players which only
hints at the Twist's true nature to them.
Guidelines for pricing Twists of Fate are outside of the scope
of these Quickstart rules. Beyond the Fortune/Twists of Fate
examples in the Appendix, an introductory Knights of the
Black Lily scenario will follow, demonstrating their usage in
complete context among other things. The full ruleset, finally,
will provide many more suggestions on how to choose thr
right Twists of Fate for your players and much more comprehensive advice on appropriate costs as well. In the meantime,
the easiest thing to do is to structure all your challenges
leading up to the Trial of the Gods as roundabout 50/50
chances for the players to win or lose an equal amount of Fortune. That way you can assume that your players will end, on
average, with the same amount of Fortune Points they started with. Again GM fairness is paramount here—it's all
about providing a good and entertaining challenge to
your players after all.

6. Combat

C

ombat in role-playing games often is not very realistic. Even worse, it does not even reflect the flow
of action we can witness in movies or TV shows
very well. This observation holds true for fantasy
RPGs when compared to the most prominent books, graphic
novels or screenplays that are part of the genre. Instead, fantasy RPGs define their own implied physics through the
game's mechanics. This can lead to somewhat weird constructs, such as the potion belt—stacked with dozens of healing potions, enabling a PC to recover any of his scores of hit
points quickly in battle. Another example would be the case of
multiple PCs having the last enemy orc surrounded, bashing
on him frantically from all sides. Such action is not very reminiscent of heroic fight scenes in cinema. While part of the discrepancy is due to the players' mindset, the blame mostly lies
with mechanics that incentivize unheroic behavior.
The combat system of Knights of the Black Lily, like the
rest of the game, has been designed to model fictional realities found within the fantasy genre. More explicitly, we want
GMs and players to use the combat system introduced in this
chapter to choreograph their own fights during play. To do so,
it provides a unique ruleset that has been based on the
analysis of countless screen fights. Its promise is that the
game mechanics will lead naturally to a flow of combat that
will resemble such fights more closely than any other combat
system. KotBL makes no pretense of simulating real world
fights—its forte is the simulation of fictional confrontations
between fantasy heroes and their enemies. The GM is strongly
encouraged to prepare proper staging of such conflicts.
To deliver on its promise, any such combat system must leave
room for creativity—analysis of movie fights has shown the
infrequent but repeat occurrence of unique events that impact
the flow of combat (like an unarmed, prone hero suddenly getting a grip on a random iron bar). Such events cannot be
provided by a combat system unless it includes huge lists of
random events that need to be shoehorned into the current
situation. In KotBL, they must be spontaneously invented and
injected by the GM and the players themselves instead. Consequently, the following combat system provides a framework

to capture the most common elements of choreographed
screenplay combat as closely as possible while unique elements, whose provenance is the imagination of gamers, can be
plugged into this framework at any given time via the Fortune
Points subsystem (see the Fortune chapter).
We trust that the combination of both combat system and
Fortune Points will result in fights that are more evocative
than in any other system out there, assuming player buy-in.

The Basics
In Knights of the Black Lily, combat takes place in, roughly
speaking, 5 second rounds. During this round each character
can take one or more actions. Each action is either a
• Short Action (Action Cost: 1),
• Base Action (Action Cost: 2), or
• Full Action (Action Cost: 3).
Each character has exactly 3 Action Points (APs) to spend each
turn on actions; deduct the above Action Cost (AC) as applicable. Furthermore, actions can be combined freely in any given order. Examples for actions and their action type can found
in the Common Combat Actions Table below. Unlike in many
role-playing games, characters don’t take turns, resolving all
their actions at once. Instead, each of their actions takes effect at a certain point of time in the round. The round gets
segmented into 3 phases, each corresponding to one of the
above action types (starting with the phase that takes place
first):
• Short Action Phase (also called: Shooting Phase),
• Base Action Phase (also called: Melee Phase),
• Full Action Phase (also called: Movement Phase).
Each action takes place in their associated phase. However,
any preceding action this turn adds its AC to all following actions for determining the point in time of the action taking effect. Excess cost does carry over into the next round.

Common Combat Actions Table
Action

Type (AC)

Description

Defend

Base (2)

May be changed to Melee Attack without penalty.

Dodge

Base (2)

Complicate ranged attacks on the character.

Draw Item
• Pick Up Item

Base (2)

• Standard Draw

Base (2)

• Quick Draw

Short (1) Requires the Quick Draw skill.

Melee Attack

Base (2)

Reload Bow

Base (2)

One attack (Melee or Ranged) per turn only. May be changed to Defend without penalty.
Can be done in parallel to movement, the target must be in range at action end only.

Reposition
• Sidestep

Short (1)

Move up to 1.5 meters.

• Stride

Base (2)

Move up to Walk speed distance.

• Dash

Full (3)

Move up to Run speed distance.

• Stand Up

Base (2)

Cannot be combined with Melee Attack. Can be combined with Defend.

• Get Down

Short (1)
One attack (Melee or Ranged) per turn only.

Ranged Attack
• Shoot

Short (1)

• Throw

Base (2)

Shout/Listen To

Can be done in parallel to most other actions. Transmission consumes the stated APs.

• One Word

Short (1)

Usually must include an addressal of the recipient ("Setryk!" or "Wizard!"). Note that this

• Three Words

Base (2)

covers shouting on the battlefield, not talking to someone next to you in relative quiet.

• Six Words
Wait
• Aim

Full (3)
Short (1)

Used to delay subsequent actions. See the 'Aborting' below.

Short (1)/

Untrained: +1 (Full) to a following attack. Trained: Nets +1 (Short) or +2 (Full) instead.

Full (3)

Must declare target. Can be aborted to Ranged Attack at any time without penalty.

Example: Setryk wants to draw a magic arrow and shoot it at a
demon. Normally, he would be able to resolve his attack in the
Shooting Phase (AC 1, see below). But since he needs to ready an
arrow first, he can release the arrow only later in the round. So,
instead, he begins drawing the arrow right at the start of the
round, finishes doing so in the Melee Phase (AC 2 for drawing the
arrow) and can finally let loose in the Movement Phase:
2 AP for drawing the arrow + 1 AP for shooting = 3 AP.

Action Resolution Order: In summary, each round has the

Realistic Interruptability: Before any actions can be

resolution order is already defined. However, when actions
happen in the same Action Phase and the order is relevant, you
need to determine Initiative. To do so, you use a Comparative
Initiative test (see System chapter) to determine order. A GM
has some options available here—some GMs may have everyone roll for Initiative once per battle and apply the results as
tie-breaker throughout. Else, they may have everyone roll once
per round or alternatively just ad hoc every time—on a needto-know basis. It's in the spirit of KotBL to roll for Initiative as
little as possible, however, without sacrificing unpredictability.
Therefore, the recommended method is to roll at the beginning of the battle, and then update the results every few
rounds, whenever the GM feels like a mix-up is in order. That
way no one can ever be too sure they go first. (The full version
of the Knights of the Black Lily rules will feature a more
sophisticated method of re-juggling Initiative order.)

taken, however, they need to be declared. This happens to ensure that other characters can react to a given player's decisions and try to interrupt this character, if necessary. Unlike
in character turn-based systems, your KotBL character will be
aware which enemy, if any, is going to charge him (given some
distance, at least) and will be able to react to it.
To facilitate this, everyone declares actions at round start in
reverse order, from slowest to fastest. Therefore, people who
plan to do a Full Action declare first, then Base and finally
Short Actions. In case a character performs multiple actions,
he declares based on the first action in order. NPCs only have to
announce aloud the first action in a sequence of actions; as
soon as they have resolved an action, however, the GM needs
to announce what that character is doing as his next action.

following structure:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Declaration Phase (in reverse order)
Shooting Phase
Melee Phase
Movement Phase

Initiative: Due to the above action phases, a certain action
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Design Notes: Interruptability
Given the above mechanism for action order resolution, it should be
further noted that interruptability is the defining feature in the
design of action types—Full Actions are actions that can be reliably
interrupted (i.e., without Initiative tiebreaker) by a melee attack or a
readied arrow shot from a bow. Base Actions are actions that can
always get interrupted by a readied arrow. Short Actions, like firing a
readied arrow, cannot reliably be interrupted by any other action.

Informal Method: The above method of action declaration
can slow combat unnecessarily down. While it is advised to
adhere to this rule strictly in the first few combat rounds, any
GM who trusts his players may instead have just everyone
loosely declare their actions among each other in any order
and use the above declaration order only when relevant. Also,
to further speed up gameplay, just assume that any characters
involved in melee combat can Attack or Defend as necessary—without any formal declaration.

Parallel Actions: Some actions can be done independently
of each other at the same time—a fighter could shout commands to his peers, while stomping over towards the enemy
and drawing his sword. Each of these three strands of parallel
actions would get its own set of 3 Action Points for expenditure. Actions only add their AC to following actions of the
same strand. Note, however, that while declaration is still
based on the first action in a sequence of actions, you declare
based on the slowest of all your first actions.

following phases. Also, due to the fluid nature of melee, a
character can always switch between Melee Attack and Defend action. And when taking a Wait action, a character can
specify certain conditions that he is waiting for. Whenever any
of the above is the case, one can abort immediately without incurring any of the Abort penalties.
Example: Estrahil faces off a bandit. Both declare to attack each
other in melee. However, the bandit gets struck and killed by an
arrow of Setryk in the Shooting Phase. Immediately, Estrahil declares he aborts his action, costing him 1 AP for the Shooting
Phase and declares to throw his readied dagger (2 AC) at a different bandit instead. This Ranged Attack will get resolved at
-2 CL in the Movement Phase (AC 1 for aborting in the Shooting
Phase + AC 2 for the Ranged Attack). If Setryk's arrow had missed
instead and the bandit gained the Initiative, Estrahil could have
switched to the Defend action without any penalty.

Melee Combat
Melee attacks get resolved by following the below steps:

Aborting: Whenever a character wants to deviate from his
declared actions, he may do so once and at any time in a round.
All further active tests taken this round, however, will be at a
-2 CL penalty. Furthermore, if you abort in an Action Phase, any
APs spent on an aborted action are lost—treat as a Wait Action
(1 per partial or completed Action Phase spent on the aborted
action). You usually can react to Abort actions yourself only in

1. Initiative: If there is no clear attacker or defender, melee
combatants roll for Initiative to see who goes first.
2. Attack Roll: The attacker makes an Attack roll versus a
relevant skill and takes note of the resulting Success
Level Value (SLV, see System chapter).
3. Defend Roll: The defender does the same for defense.
4. Determine Attack Result: In this step, a net SLV result
gets generated by subtracting the defender's SLV from
the attacker's SLV. Next, to determine the outcome of the
attack, the result gets looked up in the Melee Attack Resolution Table below.
5. Armor Save: If the defender is armored, the armor
provides a flat percent chance to negate a successful attack or to dampen the attack.

Combat Modifiers Table
Circumstance

Modifier

Melee Combat:
Target Size (per creature size category difference)

±1 Attack

Longer Weapon

-1 Defend

Unarmed (versus Armed)
Off-Hand Penalty

-1 Defend
-2 Attack/Defend

Ranged Combat:
Range (Point Blank / Base / 2x Base / 4x Base, etc.)

+3 / +1 / +0 / -2, etc.

Target Size & Cover (Effective Size, per category difference to M)

±2

Target Awareness (Unaware Target)

+3

Target Movement (Walk / Run)

-1 / -3

Attacker Movement (Walk, Evasive / Run)

-2/ -4
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Melee Attack Resolution Table
Net SLV Result
+2

Injury: Armor Save applicable only if 90+%.

+1

Hit/Crit: Crit only, if attacker scored Critical SL.

±0

Stand-Off: Change Initiative, if attack failed.

-1

Counterattack: Can be parried.

-2

Counterattack: No parry; new defender Off-Guard.

6. Damage Resolution: A positive net value on the Melee
Attack Resolution Table may result in a Damage Roll to
determine which Hit Effect gets inflicted on the defender. Hit Effects replace the hit point loss in other RPG systems with more palpable and visual results. Examples for
Hit Effects are stunning the defender, his disarmament or
inflicting a serious wound on him.
Each of these steps gets explained in further detail in the
sections below.

Initiative in Melee
In most RPGs, whoever holds Initiative gets to attack first,
while their target needs to defend itself. Then, later in the
same turn, the erstwhile target gets his opportunity to attack.
The resulting combats are a constant alternation of attacks
and parries between both parties.
Knights of the Black Lily deviates from this familiar pattern—analysis of movie and TV combats reveals that choreographed fights have momentum: when a combatant seizes
initiative in melee, he frequently can unleash a series of attacks on the defender, putting his opponent on the back foot.
Sometimes it may take a substantial amount of time for the
defender to regain momentum and turn the tables on his attacker. Melee combat in KotBL reflects this dynamic: Initiative
has greater significance than resolving the question of who
goes first—it grants the exclusive right to attack. Whoever
holds Initiative is said to have the momentum of combat.
Consequently, Knights of the Black Lily has a custom way
of keeping track of Initiative in melee—Initiative only gets
determined when there is no clear attacker and defender. The
most common case is when two fighters face each other in the
initial round of melee combat, both trying to strike first. In
such instances, take a Comparative Initiative test as normal
but remember to modify for weapon size (see Special Melee
Combat Situations below). Ties result in characters acting
simultaneously. Once a melee participant has gained Initiative, he retains the momentum, the right to attack, until it is
lost due to Melee Attack Resolution. Conversely, a combatant
who does not have momentum is a combatant under attack.
He is too busy defending his life to stage a series of attacks of
his own—until he gets a chance to seize Initiative.

MeleeAttack Resolution
To resolve a Melee Attack action, the attacker makes a roll
against the Attack value of his relevant combat skill, applying
any suitable modifiers. The Combat Modifiers Table above
shows some modifiers that may apply. The attacker then takes
note of the resulting Success Level Value (see System
chapter). Next, the defender does the same, using his Defense
value instead. If the defender cannot or will not defend,
assume a SLV of 1 for him. The GM then determines the net
SLV (Attacker SLV – Defender SLV) and references the Melee
Attack Resolution Table above. Use the following rules for
handling the various results.

Stand-Off: The attack fails to have any significant impact.
If the Attack roll failed (SLV 0 or 1), Initiative changes.

Counterattack: The defender is not hit and seizes the
Initiative instead. He may attack immediately, as part of his
Defend action. The former attacker may (even though he declared to attack) or may not defend against the counterattack
(do not roll, just count Defend as SLV 1), depending on the net
result of his original attack. In the latter case, the former attacker also counts as Off-Guard (see below). There can be no
counter-counterattack—the minimum Net SLV of a counterattack is 0 and a Stand-Off result does not revert Initiative
back to the original attacker.

Hit: The attack hits, resolve the effects with a Damage Roll. A
Damage Roll is a test taken by the attacker at CL 7 + Attacker’s
Damage Bonus – Defender’s Soak. Blunt weapons do not add
their Blunt Impact to the Damage Bonus on a Hit result, as a
Hit result is assumed be an Elbow or a Knee attack or just a
weapon nick/minor wound. There simply was no opening for a
full-fledged weapon hit this round. Also, remember that
Wound Point modifiers do not apply! Armor, on the other hand,
does apply as normal. Look up the result of the Damage Roll
on the Hit Resolution Table in the Appendix and apply any
resulting Hit Effects (see below).

Crit: The attack scores a Critical Hit. Follow the same rules
as for a Hit attack result but use the Crit Resolution Table
instead. Also, on a Crit result a weapon's Blunt Impact does
get added to the attacker’s Damage Bonus.

Injury: A Wound Hit Effect is applied to the defender.
Unless the attacker is heavily armored (90%+ Armor Save,
think Full Plate Armor), the attack is assumed to have struck
the most vulnerable part of the target, ignoring armor.
Important! A GM should take great care to not be misled by an
Attack result or Hit Effect name. Narratively, a Stand-Off result
may be a successful parry, a missed attack, an attack that connects but fails to do damage—or even just an attacker hesitating, failing to spot an opening. In KotBL, Attack results and
Hit Effects should be interpreted as creatively as possible to
weave an interesting fight choreography.
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Hit Effects

Since KotBL aims at simulating the types of heroic combats
that occur in other works of fiction (books, movies, etc.) as accurately as possible, it does not use hit points. Instead, a
Damage Roll (see Hit/Crit result above) determines which Hit
Effect gets applied to a target. Hit Effects are more palpable,
more visual outcomes than the abstract loss of hit points.
They also serve to create dangerous situations, even for the
nominally better fighter—possibly prompting intervention by
his allies. The following Hit Effects have been selected as the
most frequently occurring attack results in cinematic combat.
Once a Hit Effect has been determined, apply it as follows.

Stun: The character takes a hit, probably a punch, kick, knee,
elbow or the like. It might also come from the blunt side of a
weapon or due to a minor cut instead. Until the end of the
next round, the defender
• counts as Off-Guard (see above) for all and any attackers,
• loses 1 Action Point in both rounds; and,
• gets -2 to all tests (if no K.O point inflicted).

thing—much to the consternation of the attacker. In such
cases, the attack has no effect except changing Initiative back
to the defender; he may attack next round. Note: this is an
exceptional Hit Effect in that it is suffered by the attacker.

Additionally, if the character is already Dazed or subsequently
suffers a Daze result while the Stun result is still in effect, he
accumulates a K.O. point. This represents main characters in
movies (i.e., other than Mooks) rarely getting knocked out directly but rather getting beaten senseless over several consecutive rounds. Multiple Stun results do not increase the stun
duration, except those taken as a result of a single attack (see
Medium Hit Effects below).

Off-Guard: The attacker manages to get a temporary

Daze: A more severe form of Stun, in which the defender not

advantage on the defender—for example, by maneuvering
into a better position or by putting the opponent on the back
foot under the weight of blows. If suffering a Hit result (see
above) from this particular attacker before the end of the next
round, the defender suffers a Crit result instead. Any Wound
Point or K.O. Point incurred lifts every Off-guard condition;
characters dying under a hail of attacks when stunned (see
below) isn’t very heroic cinematography after all. Furthermore,
an Off-Guard condition hampers a character when ganging up
on an enemy (see below).
Optionally, the attacker may forfeit the above advantage and
opt to reposition himself and the defender instead. He may
either turn both combatants around the midpoint between
them anyway he wants to or he may drive the defender a few
meters backwards. Since this Hit Effect is easily obtained,
combat near ledges or hazards turns very dangerous.

only counts as Off-guard for all attackers but also can take no
actions (0 AP) until the end of the next round, except deliberately falling to the ground. Additionally, if the character is
already Dazed or suffers a Daze result while a Stun result is
still in effect, he also accumulates a K.O. point. Multiple Daze
results do not increase the Daze duration.

Surprise: Sometimes a punch or strike fails to do any-

Stumble: The character goes prone. This might happen due
to the impact of an attack, a tripping maneuver by an enemy
or stumbling over an object while under pressure. While
subject to the Prone condition, a character cannot maintain
Initiative—he automatically loses it after taking one Attack
action. Furthermore, until he gets up, all melee attacks made
by him are at –1, while all melee attacks made against him
are at +2 CL. A character can get up by giving up an Attack
or Defend action in favor of a Stand Up action.
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Disarm: The character suffering from this result is forced to
drop his weapon (or other item he is holding). The attacker
gets to choose if there is more than one eligible item. If the
item is held in both hands, the holder may make a +0 CL test
against his Dexterity or Strength (his choice) to retain hold of
it. Strapped items cannot be dropped. A dropped item is
assumed to be out of the fight, flicked aside; it is for all intents and purposes off-screen. Any side that wants to have it
on-screen and near to one character again must pay 1 Fortune
Point (FP). Picking up an item while in melee combat requires
not only being near it, but also having Initiative and the sacrifice of the Attack action, thus giving up Initiative. Even then it
requires a successful +0 CL Agility or Dexterity test (character's choice) while near the item. This test can be repeatedly
taken, if necessary. However, the fight can be moved away
from the dropped item through the use of the Off-Guard Hit
Effect.

Wound: When suffering this Hit Effect, the target usually
must take 1 Wound Point, incurring the penalty indicated by
the Damage Track to all active tests. Some attacks, however,
may replace the incurred WP with a different effect or cause
bonus WPs/Crits (see Gear). Blunt weapons, for example, can
be used to inflict K.O. Points instead. Also, remember that any
wielder of a Blunt Weapon that rolls up a Medium Hit Effect
can select this option only at the expense of 1 FP.

Light/Medium Hit Effect: Unlike all the previous entries,
these two Damage Roll results do not represent one particular Hit Effect. Instead, they mean that the attacker may freely
choose one Hit Effect from the respective Light or Medium
Hit Effect table in the Appendix. Note that attackers scoring a
Medium result have the option of choosing two Light results
instead. In this instance, Stun may be chosen twice, if so desired, resulting in the defender being Stunned until the end
of the round after next. Other than this, Stun results are never
cumulative. Also note that selecting a Wound result on the
Medium table requires the expenditure of 1 FP if attacking
with a Blunt weapon.

Armor
If a combatant who wears armor gets successfully attacked, he
usually has a chance to ignore the hit or to dampen the
damage inflicted. This is called the Armor Save. Each set of
armor comes with such a flat percentage value to determine if
it takes effect. If the defender rolls above the Armor Save
percentage on a d100, the Armor Save fails. Otherwise, apply
the rules for the defender’s armor material based on the
damage aspect of the attack. Blunt attacks go against the
Blunt armor aspect, which can soften the impact by bolstering
the target's Soak stat. The Sharp armor aspect protects from
Sharp weapons and can negate attacks entirely. See the Gear
section in the Setting chapter for details.

Special Melee Combat Situations

Multiple Combatants: When trying to recreate heroic
fights with multiple combatants, once again screen combat
provides excellent material for modeling. Whereas in most
traditional RPG systems a combat of one against many usually
involves the simple pattern of “everyone gets to attack once
per round”, screen combat is more fluid and chaotic. The outnumbering force generally mounts a disorganized series of
staggered attacks instead of everyone involved repeatedly attacking round-robin style. The lone combatant, on the other
hand, will move to keep as many enemies in his front as possible. He will also attempt to minimize the enemies that can
attack him at the same time. Also, any enemies that have been
tossed back or outmaneuvered frequently need some time before they can stage another attack. Such is the nature of the
action that Knights of the Black Lily is attempting to capture with the below rules.
Melee combats involving multiple participants are organized
around combat pairs. A combat pair consists of an attacker,
someone who holds Initiative, and a defender, someone who
is forced to react. Anyone else who wants to attack is called
a supporter; they must target either the attacker or the
defender. Use the normal rules for melee combat resolution,
but with the following modifications:
• Before a supporter can attack, a Closing Roll must be
passed first. This is a test against his relevant weapon
skill (i.e., neither the Attack nor the Defend value) to maneuver into a position for attack. Failure SL means the
character wastes the Attack action looking for an opening
that never comes or just makes a harmless token attack.
If the supporter passes the Closing Roll, he may attack as
normal. Critical or Fumble SLs have no special effect.
• Only one Defend action can be taken per round still.
Against all other attacks the defender only has minimal
protection - treat as automatic Failure SL (SLV 1) instead.
• Supporter versus Attacker: Any supporter's attack that results in stealing Initiative from a combat pair's attacker
ends the old combat pair. In its stead, a new combat pair
is formed with the supporter becoming the new attacker
and the former attacker being the new defender. On the
other hand, if the original attack of the supporter results
in a Counterattack, the attacker may choose the supporter as new defender—also resulting in a new combat
pair.
• Supporter versus Defender: A defender cannot simply grab
Initiative from anyone but the attacker. Even a Counterattack result does not gain Initiative versus a supporter—the defender is still under pressure from the attacker
after all. Only if none of his opponents have Initiative
against him, he may attack and choose his target freely.
• A supporter who incurs an Off-Guard condition or a
Stumble hit effect gets pushed out of melee combat, if
possible. These supporters need to spend 2 APs on recomposing themselves before they can rejoin the fray.
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Note: In the world of KotBL, messing with a one-on-one
melee involving any trained warrior (Fighter, Barbarian, etc.) is
perilous, even if it is well-intended aid. The message you are
sending is that you do not believe that this warrior is man (or
woman) enough to win on his own. Warriors are likely to
perceive this as a slight of honor, frequently resulting in duels,
mayhem and death. You have been warned.

Helpless: A more severe form of Stun and Daze, any normal
melee attack against a Helpless character counts Success SL
as Critical SL. That means, since a Helpless character ignores
the attack like a dazed character, that any successful attack
normally results in a net +2 Melee Attack Result—an Injury.
Examples for Helpless characters are unconscious characters
or a character getting backstabbed by complete surprise.

Retreat: Entering melee combat in Knights of the Black
Lily is a serious commitment. Once you are in, it might be
difficult to get out alive. Therefore, great care has to be taken
by combatants before making any such commitment to begin
with. (Supporters, however, are not subject to these rules and
can move freely.) Any combatant who leaves melee combat
without having Initiative is subject to an attack by each eligible
melee opponent—none of which can be defended against because the character counts as Helpless (see above). Still, any
supporters need to first pass a Closing Roll (see above) as
normal. Such peril can only be avoided if the character who
wants to flee from combat both has the Initiative and passes a
test against a relevant combat skill successfully. If successful,
the defender (unlike supporters) can make a single melee
attack against the fleeing character; this attack cannot be defended against (Defense SLV 1) but the fleeing character does
not count as Helpless. If the skill test fails, the character
simply sees no opportunity to flee safely and loses 2 Action
Points. Roll for Initiative next round.

Attacks of Opportunity: A character tied up in melee
can only attack a defender or his supporters (see Multiple
Combatants above). This implies that there are no attacks of
opportunity against opponents passing by. A character may
declare a Block Path Full Action though to get a free attack on
any character that tries to pass him by. This attack cannot be
defended against (Defense SLV 1) by bypassers.

Unarmed Combat: Treat unarmed combat as if attacking
with a Blunt weapon with an Impact of +0 and a weapon size
that is one category smaller than the creature itself. Against
an armed opponent, an unarmed attacker needs to place a Hit
Effect on the defender or lose Initiative automatically. When
defending against an armed opponent apply an additional
–1 CL to the Defense value.

Creature Size: One main staple of the fantasy genre is a
plethora of beings with wildly varying sizes. The various sizes
of these creatures should impact the feel of a fight against
them heavily—combat against a wolf should feel very different to the fight against a huge dragon. To accomplish this

Size Category Table
Size Category
Extra Small
Small
Medium
Large
Extra Large

Examples
Cat, Chicken, Human Head
Halfling, Big Dog
Human, Elf, Orc
Horse, Ogre, Troll
Giant, Dragon

goal, these Quickstart rules use the above size categories to
modify the chances of a successful attack. Weapons use the
same categories to modify Initiative, Defense and Damage
(see below).
Attack: Compare attacker and target sizes (Creature Sizes, not
Attack Sizes). Attacking an enemy of a smaller category, nets
any character a –1 CL to attack modifier per category difference. Attacking a bigger target gives +1 CL per category difference. For ranged attacks, this modifier doubles to ±2.

Attack Size: Weapons have the same size categories as
creatures. Creatures can use weapons of up to 1 category difference. Normally, a weapon of any given size category is made
for creatures of the same size category. However, all weapons
that can be wielded by humans should be mechanically
treated as such. For example, a halfling wielding a 'Halfling
Two-handed Sword' effectively wields a 'Human Broadsword'
instead, rules-wise.
Initiative: For every category above Medium, a weapon bestows a +1 Initiative bonus and for every category below a
–1 to Initiative in face-off melee situations. The halfling in the
example above has an Initiative modifier of +0 (M weapon). If
he was to fight unarmed, his effective weapon size would be
XS (one category smaller than halfling size), for a modifier
of -2.
Defense: If the defender has a bigger main weapon than the
attacker, he gets -1 CL to his Defend value, as the enemy attacks at a distance suboptimal for parrying.
Damage: Weapon size also modifies the damage of an attack;
more specifically, it depends on the size of the weapon relative to the size of the creature struck.
When attacking a creature that is one category smaller, each
attack that inflicts at least 1 WP inflicts one additional Crit.
Roll for Damage. Each further category difference automatically
adds 1 WP per category on top of that.
When attacking someone one size category bigger than the
weapon, an Injury result on the Melee Attack Resolution Table
gets downgraded to a Crit result instead. When attacking
someone two size categories bigger, an Injury or Crit results get
downgraded to a Hit result. If the difference is three categories
or more, any Hit Effect placed on the bigger creature gets
ignored and replaced by an Off-Guard result instead. Armor
still applies.

Design Notes: Cinematic Combat
Although it needs to be stressed that Knights of the Black Lily aims at recreating all kinds of fantasy stories, irrespective of the media, it cannot
be denied that it takes in particular inspiration from screen combat. Choreographed, cinematic combat simply offers the most detail-rich, real-time
source for analysis and simulation. At the same time, it is exciting and thrilling to millions of fantasy fans around the globe and it is therefore no
coincidence that many RPG systems are aspiring to be “cinematic” in nature.
The combat system of KotBL has been founded from ground up on sequence-by-sequence study of a wide range of movie and TV show fights—constantly aiming at producing a system that naturally results in fights that work out exactly like those clashes. That is why there is momentum of combat in Knights of the Black Lily. That is why we have the unique rule of Stun and Daze resulting in K.O. Points—heroes and villains need to be
beaten senseless over a series of attacks, while Mooks pass out easily. That is why you need to make a Closing Roll when trying to attack an outnumbered foe—it leads to attacks in waves. That is why shouting commands has rigid limitations regarding word count—it's how it works in cinematic combat in a vast array of cases. The best news: all of this is only the beginning of true genre simulation; it's not hard to imagine a future in which
games become ever more faithful in reproducing the fantasy (or any other) genre. This game is our humble contribution to the path.

An Example of Play
It happened in the twilight of dusk, after a long, weary day of travel.
Estrahil and Setryk had been on the road to Tryzant; it was a journey to
stake out the castle of the knight-lord of T'kelor for future burglary. But
just as the odd couple was about to settle down for the night, they came
sneaking through the thicket of thorny brambles that covered the
length of the road's side—three robbers, armed and armored, with the
intent to kill. One was a human with a pox-marked face and a curved
blade. The next was a demon-like creature with a hound's snout in
cheap, ill-fitting plate armor. Completing the murderous trio was a specimen of some kind of humanoid lizard race, wearing a mail shirt and
brandishing a serrated Shortsword.
Just as he was rummaging through his belongings for an apple or two,
Setryk heard a noise from the thicket of leafless bushes. The little
halfling was an experienced traveler and adventurer, he instinctively
knew what to do—taking no chances, he used his small-framed body to
block the movement of his hands from any prying eyes. Silently, he took
hold of his bow and an arrow, tapping it softly three times on his backpack to warn Estrahil (who was busy preparing a small fire for the night).
Estrahil showed no discernable reaction whatsoever, except for a brief,
difficult to detect freeze. A blink of an eye later it was gone, as he seemingly continued to prepare the fire. Then, suddenly, Setryk spun around
and took aim at the three armed and advancing silhouettes that were
emerging from the darkness about 15 meters away.

Round 1: The GM declares first that the human and the demon are

going to charge and attack Estrahil, while the lizardman will charge and
attack the halfling.
[Moving 15 meters is beyond Walk Speed distance for the attackers, therefore it counts as a Dash, AC 3. Furthermore, it is slower than the Melee Attack, which is AC 2 and is being declared in parallel. Declaration needs to be
based on the slowest strand, however, which is the AC 3 movement.
Or, to make it simpler, less technical and more intuitive: covering the 15
meters distance gives Estrahil and Setryk enough time to see what is going
to happen and to react/declare accordingly.]
Next, Estrahil declares that he will ready his sword (AC 2) and wait to try
to gain the Initiative on any charging attacker in melee combat. Setryk,
being aware of the charging lizardman, declares to fire an arrow (AP 1)
at him and then Defend (AC 2) in any eventual melee combat unarmed.
In the Shooting Phase, the lizardman declares that he is going to abort
his action and to Dodge [at -2 CL for aborting] instead, He rolls an 82
against his modified Agility CL of 4—a failure! Next, Setryk rolls his attack at an effective CL 3—a 20, Success!
[Setryk Bow's CL 6 - 1 CL (Target running directly at Shooter) - 2 CL (Evasive
Shooter) = CL 3. Note that if Setryk was safely outside of charging range or
he could expect chargers to be blocked off, he would not incur the latter
penalty—given that the enemies have no ranged attack options.]
Finally, the lizardman rolls against his 55% Armor Save for his shortsleeved mail shirt and fails. Therefore, Setryk inflicts 1 WP on his target,
enough to kill the Mook, as the arrow burrows deep into his neck. This is,
in turn, enough for the pox-marked human to declare that he aborts his
action and will now charge Setryk instead.

In the Melee Phase, the two remaining robbers come menacingly closer
while Estrahil draws his sword. In the Movement Phase, however, the ambushers reach both Estrahil and Setryk—who is about to finish readying
his sword! At this point, the GM calls for rolling for Initiative.
[Estrahil rolls a 41 and adds 40 for his Initiative of 7, for a total of 81. Faster
than the incoming dog-faced demon whose total is only a 73. Setryk rolls a
27 and also adds 40 for a total of 67—not enough to beat his opponent's 75!]
As Estrahil battles his opponent, Setryk gets attacked by the robber with
the curved blade. His enemy, who attacks at CL 6, gets -1 for fighting the
S-sized halfling and another -2 for aborting earlier. He rolls a 30—a Success (SLV 2)! Next, Setryk must roll against his Defend value, modified by
-1 CL for being unarmed. He rolls a 75, a Failure, for a Hit result (net
value: 1). The ensuing Damage Roll is made at CL 7, as the human has no
Damage Bonus while Setryk has a Soak of -1. Fortunately for Setryk, the
roll is a 90, which only results in an Off-Guard hit effect. However, next
round another Hit would count as a Crit instead! The GM narrates how
his enemy catches Setryk on the back foot, ready to strike an opening.

Round 2: Everyone is in Melee Combat and therefore assumed to Attack or Defend as applicable. However, Estrahil notices that his unarmed
halfling companion might be in serious trouble. Therefore, he declares,
to the GM's surprise, that he will leave his melee and hurry over to attack
the nearby human robber instead (Parallel Stride/Attack at AC 2 each).

In the Melee Phase, both Estrahil and the human robber have the Initiative in their fights respectively. However, Estrahil had the higher Initiative roll previously, therefore he acts first. He passes his Sword skill
test for Retreat successfully and his enemy fails his melee attack. Now
Estrahil and Setryk both can gang-up on the human robber until the
dog-faced robber comes in and creates a new 1-on-1 situation!
Ducking first underneath the demon's sword, Estrahil lunges at the human now, as he has higher Initiative than his new enemy, making him
and the pox-marked robber the active combat pair. Setryk now only
counts as a supporter. Estrahil rolls for attack and fails! The human robber can freely switch his planned Attack on Setryk to a Defend action. He
rolls a 27, which results in a Success and therefore a -1 net result. He immediately rolls a counterattack which Estrahil manages to parry. But this
means that next round the human robber will have the Initiative!
Being saved by his long-legged leader, Setryk flings himself at the human. Switching freely from Defend to Attack, he must pass his Closing
Roll (against Brawl skill), which he manages to pass with a 45. His following attack cannot be actively defended against anymore, as the robber just spent his APs on countering Estrahil's attack. Setryk manages to
hit and score a Stun result on the following Damage Roll. The vicious
halfling drives his sharpened teeth into the robber's left underarm, who
howls in agony. Now Setryk has the Initiative and Estrahil is the new
supporter, while the robber must fear any Hit result from any opponent
next turn. Even worse, any additional Daze result would inflict 1 K.O.
Point instead, likely enough to put the Mook out of action.
Things might be looking decently for our valiant heroes after all…
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Ranged Combat
Ranged combat works somewhat differently from melee
combat. In movies and TV shows, getting hit by any ranged
weapon usually has the same effect—it causes a serious
wound (or death for Mooks). Target characters can prevent
that by taking a dive; only occasionally they can just smoothly
sidestep the attack instead. Attacking from a distance gets
resolved with the following steps.
1. Dodge Resolution: Before any dice are rolled, every target that is aware of the attack needs to decide if it wants
to Dodge. Any dodging target takes a Dodge Roll, applying the result found in the Dodge Resolution Table (see
the Appendix). See the following section for a description of the results. A successful dodge will make hitting
the target more difficult.
2. Attack Resolution: The attacker makes his Attack roll,
applying any resulting modifiers from the previous step
and determines his SL on the Task Resolution Table.
Look up the result on the Ranged Attack Resolution
Table (see the Appendix).
3. Armor Save: See the Melee Combat section for details.
4. Damage Resolution: Same as for melee attacks. Note
that many ranged attacks result in an Injury result.
Steps 1 and 2 get explained in detail in the sections below.

Dodge Resolution
When a target chooses to dodge, it may do so after having
delayed his action by taking the Wait action. Or he may abort
his declared action and dodge instead (at the usual –2 to CL).
He may even do so if the attacker shoots at him as result of an
aborted declared action on his part. The results of a Dodge
test (see below) will impact all ranged attacks made against
that character during the current Action Phase. Furthermore,
a character that is dodging may, in the following Action Phase,
abort again a subsequently declared action in favor of more
dodging—without additional penalty.
To perform the Dodge, the target takes a +0 CL Agility test
and looks up the result on the Dodge Resolution Table.
Interpret the result as follows:

Fumble: The dodge fails and the character needs to select
a disadvantageous event happening to him, equivalent to a
Minor Lucky Break (worth 1 FP) for the opposition. As usual,
the GM decides on the exact effects of his pick. If the GM or
the controlling player cannot come up with a suitable disadvantage, the character's side simply loses 1 FP instead.

Failure (denoted as ‘–’): The character fails to initiate
the dodge in time. Any ranged attacks proceed unmodified.

Dive: The character spends the Dodge action to dive to the
ground. A Dive result makes the target harder to hit by imposing a -3 CL to any Ranged Attack roll this Action Phase.
However, the diving character must be repositioned, preferably fully behind cover, and now counts as prone. See the
Stumble Hit Effect for the consequences of being prone in
melee. In the following Action Phases, the character must
either keep dodging or take a Recovery action (1 AP) to subsequently do something else.

Duck: Under this result, the dodging character has two
choices—first, he can choose to take a Dive as described
above, except with a -6 CL modifier to get hit. Alternatively,
the target may choose to evade with minimal motion, such as
side-stepping or moving his head aside at the right moment.
No diving down required. Choosing this option has the effect
of imposing a -3 CL in this Action Phase for any ranged attackers of the character that he is aware of. Also, sidestepping an
enemy ranged attack can be performed in parallel to almost
any other action without penalty . This option cannot be selected in the case of area-of-effect attacks, however.

Attack Resolution
When performing a ranged attack, you make a test against the
attacker's relevant weapon skill at +0 CL. Also, apply the
ranged combat modifiers from the Combat Modifiers Table,
taking any modifiers from dodging targets into account. The
Ranged Attack Resolution Table in the Appendix will tell you
how to interpret the resulting SL. Use the following paragraphs for handling the Ranged Attack result.

Fumble: The attack misses and the attacker needs to determine a disadvantageous event happening to him, analogous
to the Fumble result for a dodging target (see above).

Failure (denoted as ‘–’): The attack simply misses.
Wound: The character gets struck by the attack. The weapon
takes effect, normally resulting in a straight Wound Point. (See
Hit Effects in Melee Combat for more.) Some ranged weapons
might be considered less lethal—a thrown rock, for example,
could inflict a Crit result (again, see Melee Combat for details)
instead.

Bullseye: As Injury but the attacker has the choice of a bonus effect among the following:
• Score an additional Wound Point
• Automatically bypass the target's Armor Save, provided it
is not 90% or higher
• Invoking Plot Armor to deny the attack costs an extra FP
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Special Ranged Combat Situations

Ranges: Each ranged weapon has a Base Range. This Base

Attacker Movement & Aim: If an attacker moves while

Range defines the distance up to which the weapon is still
highly effective (gets a +1 CL to hit). The weapon can be fired
up to twice this distance at +0 CL. Beyond that, you add
cumulatively another -2 modifier for each doubling of the
distance (i.e., -2 CL for up to 4x Base, -4 CL for up to 8x Base).
Weapons can only fire up their maximum range, however.
Finally, there is an additional range band for very short ranges,
called Point Blank range, which is fixed at 4 meters for all
weapons, granting a flat +3 CL bonus to hit.

trying to make a Ranged Attack, he will incur a to-hit penalty
to his Attack roll. As mentioned above, whenever there is a
mere chance for being attacked (shot at/charged) a character
is assumed to be Evading. Consequently, that character gets a
-2 CL to any Ranged Attack he makes. The same (therefore not
cumulative) to-hit modifier applies if the attacker is moving
up to walking speed. If the character is going faster than that
or if he is taking a Dive (see Dodge rules above), the modifier
is increased to -4 CL instead.
If a character is untrained in the Ranged weapon he is using,
spending at least a Full Action on aiming will grant a +1 CL to
Attack, however, he must declare his target and receives the
bonus only if he does nothing else before the attack. Triggering the attack can be done at any time without penalty - just
use the Aim level acquired. If, instead, the character is trained,
he receives a +1 CL for a Short Action aim and a +2 CL if he
spends at least a Full Action on aiming.

Size & Cover: Hitting creatures of non-standard size works
for ranged combat just as for close combat, except with a
±2 CL per size category difference. (Damage works exactly the
same as in melee combat.) Creatures can only use bows of
their own size category or 1 category less than their own.
When shooting at a target in cover, use the size of the visible
portion of the target, when determining the appropriate Attack Modifier for the Ranged Attack.

Target Movement & Awareness: A moving target is
harder to hit than a still target. A character moving at walking
speed applies a -1 CL modifier to any attacker's Attack roll,
while a running character is -3 CL to hit. However, if the target
is running straight at or away from the attacker, treat it as if
walking for hitting purposes. Zigzagging pays off!
Also, any character aware of an incoming attack this round,
even if only potentially being attacked, counts as being
Evasive. Every combatant is normally presumed to be Evasive
by default. Evasive status incurs a -2 CL to your own Ranged
Attacks (and to any other skills requiring concentration). Any
non-Evasive character and any inanimate object counts as
"Unaware" and is therefore +3 CL to get hit themselves. Very
rarely, a character can deliberately choose not to Evade—for
example, while being busy picking a lock to facilitate a party
escape or while wearing nearly impenetrable armor.

Sight: Characters who cannot clearly make out a target (due
to fog/heavy rain) receive a -2 CL penalty. Apply a –5 CL
modifier if an attacker cannot see his target but has a rough
idea where it is (for example, behind a given piece of cover).

Ranged combat and melee: A character that is locked in
melee combat cannot make a Ranged Attack. Shooting into
melee involving friends/allies is generally not possible. An
exception can be made if the target is at least one size
category larger than the ally he is fighting, for example.
Another exception could be made if the combat situation was
really desperate and 1 Fortune Point gets expended, allowing
one character to fire into one close combat. Even when such
an exception is invoked, it requires the shooter to take the
time to acquire some Aim bonus (see above) first and to not
attack until he finds the nerve (+0 Ambition test, roll once per
turn) to take the shot—just like in cinema.

7. Magic

D

ark, mysterious and unpredictable is the nature of
magic in Knights of the Black Lily. Like a
swirling, drifting cloud of black incense, its motions
are hard to predict for even the most avid student
of the arts. Yet there is no naturally occurring magic on Ilethra;
or so they say. All outright wizardry that is known to exist has
one source and one source only: the dark god that they call the
devil in all his many incarnations. He is the meddler among
the dark gods, the deity that gets personally involved, the lord
of Faustian pacts. To some individuals, selected for reasons
unknown, the devil offers magical power—usually in exchange
for that person’s eternal soul and dedication. Every wizard in
Ilethra, they say, traces his arcane might back to him, making
the terms wizard and satanist/devil-worshipper somewhat
synonymous.
The degree of the master's meddling in the lives of
practitioners of the dark arts can vary greatly, however. Some
wizards may strike a deal, only to never to hear from him again
until their deathbed, when he returns for harvest. Others may
meet the devil time and again on their paths, usually in one of
his various guises. And while the powers granted have been
done so irrevocably, the devil can always be pleaded or bargained with for even greater might. Occasionally, he can also
be tricked or taken advantage of, although not as readily as in
some of our medieval tales.
Beyond the devil’s direct involvement, there is still the indirect
influence of the other dark gods. Yes, they may (or may not)
temporarily bestow a follower with a blessing or imbue an
item with a fraction of their might, sometimes even permanently so. However, such is a far cry from the immediate
power that the devil can grant—once given the gift of sorcery,
it remains at one’s own liberty to use and develop. No wizard
is dependent on praying to his fickle dark lord for favor; they
are free to suit themselves only instead. And yet it is also
sometimes rumored that worship of certain other, minor
deities can bestow magic power as well—though there are no
tales of legendary wizards that follow any other god than the
great horned one, so the idea of him being the only source for
magic persists widely on Ilethra.

Note: the following is a simplified version of the way magic works
in KotBL. The full ruleset contains more guidelines for multiple
spell variants, making it impossible to accurately predict what an
enemy spell will do. It will also contain rules for researching magic and what circumstances may impact magic in which manner.
In KotBL, magic is not only wondrous and hard to predict, it can
also be explored and better understood through gameplay.

Basic Mechanics
From the above introduction it follows that for the players,
Ilethrean magic is meant to be a mysterious art, an enigmatic
force—to marvel at and to approach with trepidation. At face
value, however, the base stats of magic in Knights of the
Black Lily appear to be fairly plain: all wizards have two values that govern their use of the mystic art. Firstly, like every
character, they use Power Points (PPs, see Fortune chapter)
that fuel not only special abilities or talents but also each
spell invocation. Remember that Power Points serve to impose
a narrative cost on spell usage, depending on the spell's impact on story. This ensures that in Knights of the Black Lily
there is no caster supremacy —if handled correctly, wizard PCs
will not overshadow your games with their supernatural might
but contribute fair and square to the party. Secondly, each wizard has a Power Level (PL) that defines the might of a wizard
by putting a hard cap on each individual PP expenditure—the
higher the cap, the more powerful the effects of your spells
can be.
And yet, as the source of their powers is a dark pact with the
devil, there is a specific, slight twist for wizards—unlike other
characters they do not know the exact amount of starting PPs
available to them at the beginning of the scenario. Instead,
before each scenario the GM should roll in secret a d100 per
wizard and consult the following table.
PP Adjustment Roll (1d100)

PP Modifier

01-35

-1

36-65

+0

66-00

+1
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Spell Casting
While the uncertainty surrounding Power Points running out
is supposed to create tension and suspense, there is something far more sinister at stake here: any wizard in Knights of
the Black Lily can overdraw his or her assigned PPs (i.e, go
below 0 PP), often unwittingly so, by a few points—if only at a
terrible cost. For whenever he taps into the supernatural beyond due, his dark master, the devil himself, will intervene personally out of sheer malice and exact a price on the spot.
Sometimes manifesting out of thin air in one of his myriad
forms, while at other times just placing a curse on the caster
from the netherworld, it is always an occasion to be dreaded. A
-1 PP balance will merely inflict a disadvantage on the wizard
that lasts for the rest of the running scenario—think of an
enduring minor complication, like deafness or a hideous, demonic face. If the character is 2 PPs over his limit instead, the
devil will make him suffer some kind of permanent, life-long
minor affliction. At 3 points beyond the pale, however, the
master will probably appear in person, citing an obscure
clause in the dark pact, to consume the soul of the hapless
magic user. There is generally no way back from the depths of
hell.
Note that Elite- and Boss-type NPC spell-casters do not determine their starting Power Points in the above randomized
manner. Nonetheless, they get to experience their own version
of variable PPs, again varying up to 2 points in total. To begin
with, whenever they want to draw on Power Points and their
regular PPs have expired, they have a 50% chance of having
one extra point available. If they pass the roll and require yet
another extra point on top of it, they again have a 50%
chance—this time to score that second extra Power Point.
Most significantly, these rolls are made after the GM has decided which spell to cast with what Power Point investment.
Even for enemy wizards, eternal damnation might be but one
invocation away.

Magic is supposed to be a wondrous, enigmatic element in
Knights of the Black Lily, just like in fantasy fiction. This is,
however, at odds with the reliability of spell-casting common
to the genre: unless there are special circumstances, such as a
distracting injury or an inexperienced apprentice caster, magic
just works. Even worse, to make magic invocations manageable for the GM, magic needs to follow some rules, thereby becoming predictable for the players. The rest of this section
details Knights of the Black Lily’s approach to reconciling
these conflicting goals.
First of all, KotBL tends to not just define single spells: there
is no single ‘Fireball’ spell. There are countless variations of
Fireball spells instead, forming a family of spells. Spells in
that family might differ across a wide parameter including,
but not limited to: range, radius, speed, appearance, point of
origin, casting method and damage inflicted. The description
of each spell family is therefore only a very rough outline
of what can be expected. The GM, on the other hand, gets to
select/define his own variants from these spell families for
each PC and NPC spell-caster—and may even occasionally
push the limits known to the players for the latter.
Secondly, as mentioned above, Knights of the Black Lily
uses Power Points for spell-casting. From this vantage point,
each spell gets handled like a pre-defined Lucky Break with
specific constraints that requires PPs for use. While this means
that part of a given spell variant’s resolution mechanics are
rather vaguely defined, it gives the GM (and his players) a
maximum in freedom to come up with as creative spell effects
and side effects as possible. And although the process follows
the general use of Power Points and Traits for the most part,
some magic-specific properties, such as casting time and bonus effects, warrant a closer look. You can find an overview of
the spell-casting resolution process on the following page.
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Sample Spells
1. Spell declaration: When declaring that your PC is
casting a spell, you need to declare which and for what
effect. The GM will then inform you of the PP cost of a
successful cast. If the final PP cost is above your PC's
Power Level (see Characters chapter), the spell usage
needs to be modified or a different action selected.
2. Spell casting: The magic user now needs to spend
the required time in Action Points (see spell description)
casting. Casting is generally exclusive and cannot be
combined with other parallel actions. Any necessary
Spell Tests (see below) are handled at this stage as well.
3. Spell effect: The caster may need to take a Spell Test to
see if he can cast the spell successfully (see below). If the
spell succeeds, apply the effects as per spell description.
Resolve any Saving Throws (see Fortune chapter and below) as needed at this point.
4. Bonus effects: If the spell is cast successfully, the
spellcaster may have the option of selecting bonus effects, again as per spell description. Bonus effects count
as a separate power use from the main spell effect for
Power Level purposes.

Spell Tests: Normally, a wizard does not have to pass a test
to successfully cast a spell he has mastered. Different circumstances, however, may require passing a Spell Test against the
caster's Ambition attribute. Accumulating a single WP during
casting, for example, should impose a +0 CL Spell Test. Failure
means the spell does not go off and the caster has to expend
a single PP for the attempt.
Example: Seemingly out of nowhere, a sleek half-demon with a
glowing rune-axe dares to block the path of Hiltbrandt the
Wizard. Since there still is a short distance for the deadly melee
fighter to cover, Hiltbrandt decides that there should be enough
time left to cast Life Drain on this impetuous detractor. That
half-demon, however, is none other than Skortius the Bold, a
dangerous Elite-level mercenary NPC. Worse, Skortius brandishes
a rune-axe that is adorned by a glowing glyph which protects
him from any malevolent magic. Therefore, the GM decides he
will get a +0 CL Ambition Saving Throw to resist the spell. Next,
The GM declares that Hiltbrandt's spell is going to cost him
3 (kill Elite) - 1 (grant Saving Throw) = 2 PPs according to the PP
cost for Harmful Spells (see below), just within his Power Level
of 2. Hiltbrandt's player agrees and the old man begins casting
by pointing at his target and uttering unholy phrases (cost:
2 AP). Skortius is briefly surprised but then, sensing the danger,
rushing forward (cost: 4 AP) to slay the ascetic-looking wizard
(cost: 2 AP, in parallel)—too late! The GM rolls against Skortius'
Ambition (CL 5): 62 - a Failure. As the spell takes effect, Skortius
stumbles to his knees, dropping the axe and witnessing in horror
during his few final moments how his body withers before his
own very eyes. As the howls of his agony finally fade into the
thundering silence of death, Hiltbrandt steps with blatant disregard over the rune-axe to continue on his path...

Sample descriptions of spells are provided below. These are
individual spell descriptions, not spell family descriptions, for
use in an upcoming introductory scenario. They are meant for
the GM's eyes only, yet are vague enough to retain a sense of
mystery in case any player ever gets to read them. We recommend you compare them to the sample spell descriptions for
the pregenerated wizard Hiltbrandt (see Characters chapter)
in the Appendix, which are intended for any Hiltbrandt players instead.
Regarding the spell descriptions here, as spells can, in theory,
break any laws of nature, they are defined by their individual
spell constraints: the limits of what can be done where with
each spell and for how long. The most important and most
frequent limitations are:
The Casting constraint explains what the caster must do to
successfully cast the given spell and how long this takes.
Casting time is measured in Action Cost (AC); see the Combat
chapter for details.

Game Effect defines what can primarily be achieved with a
given spell, subject to further constraints. This includes things
such as range, area-of-effect or duration. Special Use might
highlight particular situations/uses that are furthermore
covered by the spell.

Bonus Effects cover effects not part of the primary spell
effect but optional secondary effects. The GM decides if any
bonus effects occur (although the caster can request it) and
may or may not exact an additional price in Power Points for
it. Also, the spellcaster may further suggest other, plausible
bonus effects as well. Important: bonus effect PP costs do not
count against the spell's Power Level limit as they're considered separate effects.

Caveats detail further modifications to the basic effects of a
given spell. These may define hard limits as well as conditions
which make casting the spell harder or easier.

Saving Throw covers whether targets are entitled a Saving
Throw (see Fortune chapter) or can be deliberately granted a
Saving Throw by the caster to reduce his PP costs.
Some spelled are labeled as Harmful Spells in the Game
Effect section. These spells can be used to wound, knock out or
kill enemy characters. Apply the Fortune Point cost detailed in
the Fortune chapter for these types of spells but deduct from
the caster's Power Points. Remember, however, that the players
have no guaranteed rights to automatically defeat any of their
enemies—everything is subject to GM’s approval, as he runs
the story and is therefore responsible for providing a sense of
danger. So don’t be surprised if your fireball fizzles to the supposed laughter of the great horned one.
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Life Drain

Unholy Lifeforce

The spellcaster drains the life-force from a being within lineof-sight and roundabout 5 meters (higher ranges up 15 meter
require increasingly difficult Spell Tests), making it wither visibly and die a horrific death within a few seconds.

The wizard can miraculously ignore serious wounds and
continue without any signs of being affected by them whatsoever.

Game Effect: Harmful Spell; can be used to kill a single

during play at the cost of 2 PPs each. Only wounds that inflict
a single WP can be negated (therefore, beware two-handed
swords or ogres). A WP must either be negated immediately or
taken. However, once a wizard accepts incurring a WP instead
of negating it, he may not use this spell anymore for the rest of
the scene as the spell is assumed to have run out at this point.
K.O. Points cannot be negated.

character/being only. Everybody witnessing the death or any
person staring at the target, including the caster, is unable to
act for one round. This spell gives the caster Intimidation CL 9
versus enemies who are aware of the caster’s power.

Caveats: Undead or un-aging targets can never be affected.
Touching the target skin-to-skin: not important. Eye contact:
+2 CL Spell Tests. Target smaller than Medium: as normal. Target larger than Medium: spell ineffective (1 PP).

Game Effect: The character can negate wounds incurred

Bonus Effects: Depending on GM fiat, any characters that

towards it and mumble unholy syllables audibly. Casting
counts as Melee Group action (AC 2).

witness the effect and are unfamiliar with it must pass an
Ambition test or be stunned until the end of the current
round. Mooks must test against -4 CL Ambition. Some beings
(animals, giants, undead, etc.) are not affected; use common
sense.

Saving Throw: None, unless target has some form of

Casting: None. The spell is presumed to have been cast

magical protection.

“off-screen” at some point, so that it is already in effect when
the character is wounded.

Prediction

Saving Throw: No.

The wizard gets a glimpse into a potential future. The caster
does not see what will happen, only what could happen. The
GM asks the wizard how many PPs he is willing to invest at
maximum and then picks an insight up to that level.

Below you will find an example for a spell family description, as
opposed to the specific spell variants above.

Casting: The caster must look at the target, extend an arm

Game Effect: The GM shares with the player a vision about
what’s to happen in the current scenario. The cost in PPs
depends on how useful the vision is to the caster. 1 PP buys
an obscure/minor hint. 2 PPs provide information of substantial help to the wizard. 3 PPs should be the price for any major clue that allows the party to shortcut the running
scenario significantly or to dodge a major threat.
Special Use: Alternatively, this spell can be used to undo a
scene playing out unfavorably. At a cost of 2 PPs minimum,
the player can retroactively declare to have cast the spell
earlier and return to the beginning of a scene (or some other
point in time, as dictated by the GM or scenario). All events
between now and that point are declared part of the caster’s
vision and are therefore null and void. This spell cannot be
used to undo an entire combat (nor any part of it) nor
unfavorable dice rolls, only to un-make unwise decisions that
affect the plot.

Casting: The character closes his eyes and quietly enters
into a trance over the course of 1d5+1 game rounds. Significant distractions (loud noises, etc.) during that time may
cause a Spell Test (use +2 CL Ambition as baseline).

Saving Throw: No.

Fireball
The wizard throws a small ball of fire of varying appearance
at a target point within 15 to 50 meters (maybe less, maybe
more). The ball explodes on impact or upon reaching the designated point; sometimes the wizard can consciously set-off
the explosion by thought. Everything within 1.5 to 3 meters
(maybe less, maybe more) and exposed to the point of the
explosion is caught in the fireball. Usually, but not always, the
point of origin for the fireball is from the caster's hands.

Game Effect: Harmful spell with area of effect.
Bonus Effects: Setting characters or objects on fire (Dazed
until they extinguish the fire), damaging/destroying objects
and/or creating an area of on-going fire.

Casting: In most spell variants, the caster must look at the
target, extend an arm towards it and mumble unholy syllables
audibly. Casting counts, on average, as Melee Group action but
can be even AC 1 or much, much longer.

Saving Throw: Yes, usually an Agility-based Dodge roll (see
Combat chapter) or possibly a Dexterity-based Attack roll of
the caster. Range should be figured into the Saving Throw.

Become Involved!
Help us to polish this Beta into a Release version!

What's next for the Knights of the Black Lily RPG?
After the release of this Quickstart Beta, we are aiming at the release of a free introductory scenario as a companion release in 2019, leading up to our crowd-funding (Kickstarter?) campaign for the Knights of the Black Lily RPG.
Depending on the reaction of our German fans, a German translation should take place in parallel and will probably
conclude before the release of the intro scenario. We're hoping you will accompany us on this exciting road as we
continue to seek pushing RPG design beyond its current boundaries!

What can I expect?
The Quickstart Beta of Knights of the Black Lily RPG is a living document that will continue to evolve based on
our playtests and your feedback. The world of Ilethra will also continue to grow and get explored further in depth
with many more illustrations by fantastic artists such as Tanya Anor coming forth. If crowdfunding is successful, development will sweepingly expand on both the rules and the game setting into a full-blown RPG product line. (Rest
assured that we are going to take great care to ensure that these expansions will not bloat the game. The core rules
are as presented here. There will be additions though that are going to enrich gameplay significantly without substantial additional burden.) Our journeys on Ilethra are only just beginning!

How do I get involved?
Email us! We'd love to hear from you—just write us at getinvolved@knightsoftheblacklily.com or just drop a quick
line for us at our website or on Facebook/Instagram (@KOTBL.RPG). Should you give this game a playtest, perhaps by
converting an adventure for a different gameline, we'd love to hear all about your exploits. Please email us at
playtest@knightsoftheblacklily.com and tell us how it went!
If you even want to contribute to the continuing development of the game, definitely make sure to get in touch! Whether you want to help us polish the rules (there will be a string of upcoming blogposts/newsletters addressing specific,
critical design questions), expand on the setting/write some fiction or contribute with your art (we're looking for a
somewhat diverse set of very different styles), drop us an email under contribute@knightsoftheblacklily.com and
we'll make sure to get back to you!

Can I use these rules for the game I am developing?
It depends. Making the rules available overall is definitely planned for the future—but only after the future publication of a full rulebook of the Knights of the Black Lily RPG. In the meantime, if you want to adopt the game's Fortune rules for your own RPG, please send us an email at licensing@knightsoftheblacklily.com so that we can discuss
the terms of licensing.
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Appendix
Melee Attack Resolution

Task Resolution Chart (TRC)
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Description

Subpar I

Catastrophic

Awful

Dismal

Weak

Average

Competent

Great

Outstanding

Legendary

Augmented

Resisted
Chance
Critical (3)
Success (2)
Failure (1)
Fumble (0)

-3

33%
01-08
09-33
34-94
95-100

-1
41%
01-10
11-41
42-94
95-100

±0
50%
01-12
13-50
51-96
97-100

+1
59%
01-15
16-59
60-97
98-100

CL

13%
01-03
04-13
14-87
88-100

18%
01-04
05-18
19-91
92-100

-2
25%
01-06
07-25
26-91
92-100

Hit & Crit Resolution
Hit
Daze
Stun
Off-Guard
Surprise*

67%
01-17
18-67
68-97
98-100

Ranged Attack
Resolution

Dodge
Resolution

Ranged
Fumble
—

Dodge
Fumble
—

Wound
Bullseye

Dive
Dodge

Crit
Medium
Medium
Light
Off-Guard

+2
75%
01-19
20-75
76-97
98-100

Net
Result
+2
+1
±0
-1
-2

+3
82%
01-22
23-82
83-97
98-100

87%
01-25
26-87
88-98
99-100

Melee Attack Result
Wound: Target injured.
Hit/Crit: Crit, if Attack roll was Critical SL.
Stand-Off: Change Initiative, if Attack roll failed.
Counterattack: May be parried.
Counterattack: No parry; new defender counts as Off-Guard.

Hit Effect Categories
Light Hit Effect

Severe Hit Effect

• Off-Guard
• Stun
• Stumble

• 2x Light Hit Effect
• Daze
• Disarm
• Wound (if Blunt: 1 FP)

Hit Effects

Special Combat Situations

Surprise: Attacker loses Initiative.

Multiple Combatants

Off-Guard: Attacker may count subsequent Hits as Crits until end of next
round. Any WP or KP lifts the condition.

Stun: Until end of next round:
1. Counts as Off-guard (see above) versus any attacker
2. -1 AP (Can counterattack)
3. Operates at -2
Also: Stun + Daze = KP. Not cumulative.

Daze: Until end of next round:
1. Counts as Off-guard (see above) versus any attacker
2. Cannot act, must ignore attacks (SLV 0)
Also: Stun + Daze = KP. Not cumulative.

Stumble: Character goes prone. Prone means:
1. Loses Initiative after one Attack action.
2. Attacking at -1 CL
3. Attackers get +2 CL

Fumble: Weapon out of combat. Weapons held in two hands get STR/DEX
(holder's choice) Saving Throw. 1 FP to make weapon accessible again at any
point.

Wound: Character incurs a single WP

Dodging
• May always abort to Dodge (at the usual -2 CL for aborting)
• Make Dodge test versus +0 CL Agility.
• Below Dodge modifiers apply to all Ranged Attacks in that Action Phase
Fumble: Dodge fails. Suggest a Minor Lucky Break for enemies or lose 1 FP.
Failure (denoted as —): Dodge fails as the character reacts too late.
Dive: -3 CL Dodge modifier. Char prone (see Stumble). Must take Recover ac-

• All: 1x Defend per round, ignore attacks (SLV 0) else.
• Supporter: Closing Roll versus Melee to enable Attack
• Supporter vs Attacker: Can steal Initiative
• Supporter vs Defender: Can never gain Initiative
• Defender: Can gain Init if no Attacker/Supporter has it

Unarmed

• Weapon: Counts as +0 Blunt, -1 Init weapon (Small for Creature)
• Attack against Armed: Must score Hit Effect or lose Init
• Defend against Armed: additional -1 Defend

Retreat

Fleeing character has Init:
• Must make Melee/Unarmed roll to get away safely
• If failed, lose 2 APs. Roll for Init next round
• Enemy Attacker: Free Attack
• Other Enemies: No Free Attack
• Defender: Cannot Defend
Fleeing character does not have Init:
• Enemy Attacker: Free Attack
• Other Enemies: Closing Roll for Free Attack
• Defender: Helpless (Enemy Success SL = Crit SL, no Parry)

Size

• Initiative: ±1 Initiative per Creature Size category difference to M
• Attacking: ±1 CL per Creature Size difference in Melee, ±2 CL Ranged
• Defending: -1 CL if Defender has bigger main Weapon Size
• Damage: Calculate Attacker Weapon Size - Defender Creature Size.

tion (1 AP) to stop dodging.

Duck: Dodging character has 2 Options:
• Dive: As above but with a -6 CL Dodge modifier this Phase
• Sidestep: -3 CL Dodge modifier but Char not prone, no Recover needed.

Att Size- Def Size

Damage Modification

-2

Injury/Crit count as Hit result

-1

Injury counts as Crit

±0

—

+1

Additional Crit for each Wound

+2 and higher

Additional WP per category on top
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Ranged Attacks
Combat Modifiers Table

1. Dodge Resolution: See Cheatsheet Page 1.

Modifier

Circumstance

2. Attack Resolution: Use Ranged Combat Modifiers to the right.

Melee Combat:

3. Armor Save/Damage Resolution: As in Melee. Use following Attack
Results.

Fumble: Suggest a Minor Lucky Break for enemies or lose 1 FP.

Target Size (per category difference)

±1 Attack

Longer Weapon

-1 Defense

Unarmed (versus Armed)

-1 Defense

Off-Hand Penalty

-2 Att/Def

Failure (denoted as —): The ranged attack misses.
Wound: Attack hits. If not saved, apply Weapon Damage, normally 1 WP.

Ranged Combat:

Bullseye: Attacker has 3 Options:
• Inflict additional Wound Point.
• Ignore Armor (only if Armor Save is not 90% or better)
• Invoking Plot Armor costs 1 extra Fortune Point

Range (Point Blank / Base / 2x Base / 4x Base, etc.)

+3 / +1 / +0 / -2, etc.

Target Size & Cover (Effective Size, per category difference to M)

+3

Target Movement (Walk / Run)

-1 / -3

Attacker Movement (Walk, Evasive / Run)

-2 / -4

Common Combat Actions Table
Action

Size Category Table

Type (AC) Description
Base (2)

May be changed to Melee Attack at any time without penalty.

Dodge/Duck

Short (1)

Negate or complicate ranged attacks on the character.

Draw Item
• Pick Up Item
• Standard Draw
• Quick Draw

Base (2)
Base (2)
Short (1)

Melee Attack

Base (2)

Reload Bow

Base (2)

Reposition
• Sidestep
• Stride
• Dash
• Stand Up
• Get Down

Short (1)
Base (2)
Full (3)
Base (2)
Short (1)

Shout/Listen
• One Word
• Three Words
• Five Words
Wait
• Aim

Cat, Chicken, Human Head

Extra Small

Halfling, Big Dog

Small
Medium

Human, Elf, Orc

Large
One attack action (Melee or Ranged) in total per turn only.

Horse, Ogre, Troll

Extra Large

Giant, Dragon

Common Armor Values Table

Move up to 1.5 meters.
Move up to Walk speed distance.
Move up to Run speed distance.

Sharp

Blunt

Cloth/Leather

5

0

Reinforced Leather

6

1

Mail

7

1

Armor Material

One attack action (Melee or Ranged) in total per turn only.
Short (1)
Base (2)
Short (1)
Base (2)
Full (3)

Examples

Size Category

Defend

Ranged Attack
• Shoot
• Throw

±2

Target Awareness (Unaware Target)

Can be done in parallel to most other actions. Transmission consumes the stated APs.
Usually must include an addressal of the recipient ("Setryk!" or "Wizard!").

Short (1) Used to delay subsequent actions. See the 'Aborting' below.
Short (1)/ Nets +1(Short)/+2(Full) CL to any ranged attack that follows. Must declare target.
Full (3) Can be aborted to Ranged Attack at any time without penalty.

Common Armor Saves Table
Armor Form

Save

Breastplate/Cuirass/Vest

50%

Shirt/Haubergeon (Short Sleeve)

55%

Shirt/Hauberk (Long Sleeve)

60%

Full Body (with a few gaps)

90%

Weapon Stats Table
Weapon

Size

Impact

Dagger

S (-1)

6

-1 Defend CL

Shortsword

S (-1)

7

Damage as if Medium-sized weapon.

Broadsword

M (+0)

8

Battle Axe

M (+0)

9

-1 Defend CL

Bastardsword

M (+0)

9

Two-handed. -1 Impact and Attack CL, if used one-handed.

Two-handed Sword

L (+1)

9

Two-handed. -1 Attack/Defend CL if Strength < CL 6.

Spear

L (+1)

9

Two-handed. Damage as if Medium-sized weapon.

Shortbow

—

8

Base Range: 10m, Max Range: 180m.

Longbow

—

9

Base Range: 20m, Max Range: 360m.

Unarmed

S (-1)

+0

-1 Defend CL

Club

M (+0)

+1

Mace

M (+0)

+3

Quarterstaff

L (+1)

+2

Two-handed. Damage as if Medium-sized weapon.

Warhammer

L (+1)

+4

Two-handed. -1 Defend CL

Description

Hiltbrandt's Spell Sheet
Life Drain
The spellcaster drains the life-force from a being within line-of-sight and roundabout 5-10 meters (maybe more), making it wither visibly and
die a horrific death within a few seconds.

Game effect: Harmful Spell (see table below); Hiltbrandt can use this spell to kill a single enemy (at his current power level merely a single
Mook though) with certainty. It is also a frightening, harrowing sight to behold for any onlookers, including himself.

Caveats: Never kills more than one target. Touching the target skin-on-skin may or may not help. Eye contact may or may not help. May or
may not be more effective against smaller beings, may or may not be less effective against larger beings.

Casting: The caster must look at the target, extend an arm towards it and mumble unholy syllables audibly. Usually requires a Melee Group
action (Cost: 2 Action Points) to cast.

Saving Throw: None.

Prediction
You get a glimpses into a potential future. You do not see what will happen, only what could happen. The GM will ask you how many PPs you
are willing to invest at maximum and then will pick an insight up to that level.

Game Effect: The GM shares with you a vision about what’s to happen in the future. The cost in PPs depends on how useful the vision is. The
GM may select any level up to your stated maximum investment level.
Special Use: Alternatively, this spell can be used to undo a scene playing out unfavorably. At a cost of 2 PPs minimum, you can retroactively
declare to have cast the spell earlier and return to the beginning of a scene (or some other point in time, as dictated by the GM or scenario). All
events between now and that point are declared part of the your vision and are therefore null and void. This spell cannot be used to undo an
entire combat (nor any part of it) nor unfavorable dice rolls, only to un-make unwise decisions that affect the plot.

Casting: Your wizard closes his eyes and quietly enters into a trance over the course of several game rounds. Distractions during that time
may significantly increase his chances for spell failure.

Saving Throw: No.

Unholy Lifeforce
Your wizard can miraculously ignore serious wounds and continue without any signs of being affected by them whatsoever.

Game Effect: The character can negate wounds incurred during play at the cost of 2 PPs each. However, you can only negate wounds up to a
certain size/severity, other wounds will go through at full impact. You cannot negate K.O. Points either. Once you deliberately choose to not
negate a wound in a scene, the spell is assumed to have run out (see also Casting below).

Bonus Effects: Witnessing the indifference to serious injuries can be unsettling for viewers (Cost: 1 PP)
Casting: None. In accordance with many wizards in fantasy fiction, the spell is presumed to have been cast “off-screen” at some point, so that
it is already in effect when the character gets wounded.

Saving Throw: No.

Harmful Spells Power Point Cost Table
Spell Effect
Targets are Mooks (per 3 men batch or part thereof)

PP Costs
1 per

Target is of the Elite Character Type

3

Target is of the Boss Character Type

4

Spell inflicts only a Wound Point

-1, min 1 PP

Target has a Saving Throw

-1, min 1PP

Examples
Example 1 (Challenge-Driven Design)
Below is an overview of a sample scenario play-through to
demonstrate how Fortune and the Challenge Pool (CP) can be
used to structure an entire scenario and how it might work out
in actual play.
The party has been sent on a quest to Aldraine in the company
of an envoy, tasked to beseech its rulers to pledge allegiance
to the demon lord of Tryzant.
[Starting Fortune Players: 4. Starting Fortune GM: 3.]
On the road to Aldraine, the players are ambushed by apparent bandits. [The Challenge Pool for the fight is 1. It turns out,
however, the party does not require that freebie point to prevail—thereby they have mastered the Challenge and gain 1 point
in Standard Fortune. They now have 5 FPs and the GM has 2.]
During the fight, a shadow slips from one of the bandits, entering one of the PC's bodies to use him as a transport vessel.
The shadow cannot be detected nor removed and can switch
hosts at any time, preferably at night.
After a frosty reception at the court of Aldraine, the shadow
demon strikes, trying to assassinate the High Lord but ultimately being banished by some kind of protective magic. The
envoy and the PCs are accused of plotting against Aldraine
and struggle to argue for their innocence. [CP for their defense
is 2. The party first tries to maintain unsuccessfully that it makes
no sense for them to be part of an effectively suicidal attack
(costing 1 FP from the CP), hinting at intrigue within Aldraine instead. Next, they foolishly attempt to shift the blame on the envoy. The GM rules that such foolishness should cost them 2 FPs,
instead of 1, from the CP, overdrawing it. They lose the challenge
and 1 Standard Fortune, causing the balance of power to shift
back to 4-3.]
Ultimately, there is a trial by combat against Lord Hässlingen
in which the party's champion eventually prevails. [But not
without requiring more than the CP of 3 against the formidable
Lord Hässlingen, resulting in another net loss. Standard Fortune
is now 3-4.] However, regardless of the outcome, the High
Lord, sensing a deeper conspiracy and wanting to avoid confrontation with Tryzant, decides to temporarily incarcerate
the envoy and frees the party to prove the mission's innocence under the guise of sending them back to Tryzant.
Leaving Aldraine, the party revisits the scene of the attack to
find the corpses of their attackers gone. Following the trail of
those who removed the bodies leads right back into Aldraine
and after shadowing and interrogating a number of peasants
and townspeople, the party discovers that the previous attackers had a meeting in a remote part of the lands that is
infested by a small group of ogres. [The investigation takes
place within a subregion of Aldraine and has a CP of 6. Each step

of the investigation, each location visited, costs 1 of those Points.
The party ends up requiring exactly 6 steps in play. However, the
GM had set up this challenge before the scenario so that using
exactly 6 FPs for the investigation would be considered a draw.
The Fortune pools therefore remain at 3-4.]
Investigating a suspicious old hut in these lands, the party is
attacked by ogres under the command of a human agent.
Victorious in battle [CP 3, challenge passed, new Fortune pool
tally is 4-3], they discover that the archmage of Aldraine had
set-up ritual magic to summon the shadow demon and have
it slip into one of their attackers here. Discovering the identity of a surviving attacker and interrogating him, they learn
from him that there is a courtly intrigue against the High Lord
underway. [Here, the players killed the human agent in combat
and completely overlooked all clues in the hut. As a result, they
had to expend 1 Standard Fortune to help them out. The next
morning, the GM lets them overhear local villagers talk about the
strange visits of the eldest son of the local clan head to the
ogre's place. New Fortune standings: 3-4.]
Racing back to Aldraine, the party arrives in time to expose the
plot. Following the Trial of the Gods (final Fortune tally: 3 for
the players, 4 for the GM; see more below), the party is able to
defeat the archmage and his co-conspirators and restore ties
between Tryzant and Aldraine, freeing the envoy. [CP for the
fight is 4 but the GM also has a CP of 2 available to him this time,
ensuring a drawn-out, epic confrontation.]

Example 2 (Fortune usage within Gameplay)
The following example highlights how the use of Fortune Points
might look like in actual play. As described in the example above,
the party eventually has a run-in with a group of ogres during
their hunt for the would-be assassins of the High Lord of
Aldraine. The party is assumed to have 2 points from the Challenge Pool left (originally it was 3 points). and 3 points of Standard Fortune, whereas the GM has 4 points Standard Fortune in
his pool. To wit:
GM: "The ogre hits your elf with his club, Michael, sending
him reeling back. You're dazed next round. Looks like you're
in enormous trouble because you count as Off-Guard now. A
simple successful attack is likely to cause more than one
Wound Point and you're unable to defend too!"
Michael: "Uh, guys? Anyone who can come to help me?"
Diane: "Not me, I still have the Youngling Ogre to deal with
and he's got the Initiative. My Anderleen just isn't tough
enough to withstand a free attack from him, so sorry."

GM: "Also, Kevin's character remains knocked out while you
can hear Tim's PC fighting outside the haunted hut against
some unknown enemy. As I said—you got a problem."
Michael: "Hmmm... things are looking grim, guys. This might
call for the use of a Fortune Point, what do you think?"
Tim: "Why not wait and see if the Ogre hits you?! If he does,
you can still choose to spend a FP on Plot Armor."
Michael: "Yeah, but a good Lucky Break might yield more effect. GM, you said it's an old hut? Does it have a cellar?"
GM: "It sure is and, yes, it does. You want the floor to give
away underneath the behemoth, don't you? Fine with me but
he won't drop down entirely, just remain stuck for a while."
Michael: "Good enough for me. Let's do it—if everyone else is
okay with it. I mean... com'on, guys! We're in trouble here!"
Diane: "Sure! We have 2 Fortune Points in the Challenge
Pool left, so why not?!"
Kevin: "Okay. The sooner this ends, the faster I get to return."
Tim: "...aaah, okay. No point in voting against it now anyway."
GM: "Alright, just as the Ogre comes moving in for the kill,
there is a loud squeak followed swiftly by the noise of splintering wood. and a loud thump. The floor has given away underneath the Ogre's right foot, sending him down with
splinter's flying and a face contorted by rage and pain. For now,
he can't do much else but try to defend and free himself. He
probably will not be stuck in there forever though."
Next, the GM removes one token from the Challenge Pool he
had set-up earlier for the fight, reducing it from 2 to 1. He rules
on-the-fly that the spent FP causes the Ogre to lose Initiative
next turn and to count as prone, except he needs to take the
"Get Up" action twice (once purely to free his leg, the second
time to actually get up from prone position). Hopefully, this will
turn the tide of battle for the players.
Note that in this example the GM decided to set-up the CP
openly—this does not have to be the case. If the CP had been setup covertly, the players would be much more reluctant to draw
on Fortune here and Michael would probably be left to fend on
his own. Also, if all Fortune from the CP had been expended, the
next spent FP would have meant a failed Challenge. In that case,
PCs could not invoke Plot Armor anymore and would start
racking up wound penalties instead. Alternatively, the GM might
rule that any spent point of Standard Fortune could restore the

CP to 2, giving the players another chance to prevail—or to lose
even more FPs. Or, the GM might wind down the scene upon
expenditure of the first point of Standard Fortune, as the players
are deemed to have lost this challenge. For example, the first
spent FP might have caused Michael's gold coin bag to burst,
sending its contents all over the room, making the ogres stop
and consider an offer of bribery. It’s all about creativity and
variety!

Example 3 (Trial of the Gods)
The final example demonstrates how a Trial of the Gods might
resolve in the context of the play-through under Example 1.
As the party manages to uncover the courtly plot to undermine their mission and to identify their detractors, the narrative leads up to a moment of open confrontation among
Aldraine's lords in the adventure's final scene. The time for the
adventure's Trial of the Gods has come and there is a pantheon of ruthless deities expecting to get some amusement
out of what is to follow.
Next, the GM briefly interrupts normal play and declares the
Trial of the Gods, taking final stock of FPs. Starting out with 4
Standard Fortune Points, the players conclude with 3 FPs,
while the GM goes into the Trial with 4 FPs. This means a
net -1 for the players. Not good! The GM then looks at the
Twists of Fate available to him (see below) and makes his
picks: A Hollow Point and The Cursed leaving the bad guys
with a single FP to cause trouble during the subsequent final
scene. Not sharing which Twists he has selected with the
players, he records his selections. Then he informs the players
which Twists are available to them and at which price, using
the cover text (see Twists of Fate table below) to hint to them
what the Twist might entail. He then notes which Twists the
players have selected. In this case, it's Poetic Justice, leaving
them with no Fortune left. Lastly, he also quickly pours over
the Twists of Fate Table and makes notes for each Twist that
did not get selected and that has a "Without this Twist" section in its description, as these may contain future events or
opportunities not foiled by the Twist of Fate selections made.
Ideally, the GM's notes regarding the Twists of Fate are
ordered in chronical order of taking place in the fiction and
serve as his reminders when resolving the following boss
fight. The GM then removes all Standard Fortune tokens from
play, except for the single one he has remaining, and sets up
the Challenge Pools: 4 for the players and 2 for himself (see
Example 1). With these preparations in place, the battle lines
are drawn and the stage is set. Let the curtains open, for the
dark gods await.

Twists of Fate Table (Example 3)
Twist of Fate

Covert?

FP Cost

Cover Text/Description

A Hollow Point

n/a

1

When the Aldraine leadership pledges allegiance in the epilogue, their oath will turn
out to be not worth very much in the future. At best, they will send only a small part of
their forces whenever called upon. At worst, they will declare neutral whenever
needed. This will decrease the long-term standing of the PCs with their demon lord
employer. The player should remain unaware of this but the GM is recommended to
hint at the blatant lack of conviction on part of the Aldraine court.

Snatched!

n/a

2

After the hostilities have concluded, one of the PCs spots a valuable ruby ring on the
corpse of Lord Bryce just a few feet away and an opportunity to snatch it without anyone spotting. Alas, just as he is about to move to pick it up, the knight-lord of Irivaine
rushes past the PC to kneel beside the dead Lord Bryce and remove the ring for himself. There will be no way for the PC to get this ring without deadly repercussions,
neither here and now nor later. Tough luck.
Without this Twist: The PC can remove the ring for himself without anyone else noticing. It turns out later that the ring is not only very valuable but also has been imbued
with magic and makes its wearer immune to all non-magical poisons.

The Cursed

n/a

2

After the hostilities have concluded, one of the spouses looks at the PCs with utter
contempt, the head of her dead husband in her lap. Then she showers them with
curses, invoking Kain, the god of "justice", before being dragged away. One PC is actually cursed and in all following scenarios the GM gets 1 extra FP to make the PCs' lives
miserable. It is not Standard Fortune, however, and vanishes on use. It applies to any
situation relating to the character or in which the character is merely nearby. Removing the curse should be a side plot in a future scenario—but take at least 2 scenarios
to discover.

Enemy Within

Yes

2

"There may be a turncoat in this room whose change in allegiance would benefit the party."
Contrary to what the players might believe, the turncoat is not among the party's enemies but rather the cunning Eltran, Lord of Tarwood. Impressed by the PCs resourcefulness, he has decided to spy on the other Aldraine lords on behalf of Tryzant. Eltran
will approach the party in the epilogue in secret and offer his services. If the PCs accept his offer and later relay the information to Tryzant, they will each receive a gold
coin as bonus reward for excellence in service.

Poetic Justice

Yes

3

"The true enemy of the PCs will not escape earning his due."
The players might think that this Twist of Fate refers to an as-of-yet-unknown traitor
but it indeed is in reference to the evil archmage Korzynn. This Twist turns his Favor
into negative Favor (meaning his enemies can draw on it) and reduces his Power
Points to 0. The moment he tries to use magic, the devil will come to claim him in the
most appropriate way. For example, if Korzynn was about to throw lightning at a PC,
the lightning would veer off and strike the son of allied Lord Bryce fatally instead. Over
the next 2 turns after, Lord Bryce and Korzynn would then proceed to kill each other
before the mortally wounded Korzynn cries out in vain to an invisible apparition to
spare his soul and grant him more time. His cries come to an abrupt end as his soul is
being ripped from his body and flung towards the gates of hell.
Without this Twist: Korzynn can attack normally and escape certain death anytime by
turning to mist when expending a single FP (not Power Point though).

GM's Twists of Fate

Players' Twists of Fate

